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Convergence of
the Chern–Moser–Beloshapka normal forms

By Bernhard Lamel at Vienna and Laurent Stolovitch at Nice

Abstract. In this article, we give a normal form for real-analytic, Levi-nondegenerate
submanifolds of CN of codimension d � 1 under the action of formal biholomorphisms. We
find a very general sufficient condition on the formal normal form that ensures that the nor-
malizing transformation to this normal form is holomorphic. In the case d D 1 our methods
in particular allow us to obtain a new and direct proof of the convergence of the Chern–Moser
normal form.

1. Introduction

In this paper, we study normal forms for real-analytic, Levi-nondegenerate manifolds
of CN . A real submanifold M � CN (of real codimension d ) is given, locally at a point
p 2M , in suitable coordinates .z; w/ 2 Cn �Cd D CN , by a defining function of the form

Imw D '.z; Nz;Rew/;

where ' W Cn �Rd ! Rd is a germ of a real analytic map satisfying

'.0; 0; 0/ D 0 and r'.0; 0; 0/ D 0:

Its natural second order invariant is its Levi form Lp: This is a natural Hermitian vector-valued
form defined on Vp D CTpM \CT .0;1/p CN as

Lp.Xp; Yp/ D ŒXp; NYp� mod Vp ˚ NVp 2 .CTpM/=.Vp ˚ NVp/:

We say that M is Levi-nondegenerate (at p) if the Levi-form Lp is a nondegenerate, vector-
valued Hermitian form, and is of full rank.

We recall that Lp is nondegenerate if Lp.Xp; Yp/D 0 for all Yp 2Vp impliesXp D 0 and
that Lp is of full rank if �.Lp.Xp; Yp//D 0 for allXp; Yp 2Vp and for � 2 T 0pM D V?p \

NV?p
(where V?p � CT �M is the holomorphic cotangent bundle) implies � D 0.
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2 Lamel and Stolovitch, Convergence of the Chern–Moser–Beloshapka normal forms

The typical model for this situation is a hyperquadric, that is, a manifold of the form

Imw D Q.z; Nz/ D

0BB@
Q1.z; Nz/

:::

Qd .z; Nz/

1CCA D
0BB@
NztJ1z
:::

NztJdz

1CCA ;
where each Jk is a Hermitian n � nmatrix. In this model case, the conditions of nondegeneracy
and full rank are expressed by

(1.1)
d\
kD1

kerJk D ¹0º;
dX
kD1

�kJk D 0 H) �k D 0; k D 1; : : : ; d:

The defining equation of the hyperquadric becomes of degree 1 if we endow z with weight 1
and w with weight 2, which we shall do from now on. A Levi-nondegenerate manifold can
thus, at each point, be thought of as a “higher order deformation” of a hyperquadric, that is,
their defining functions Imw D '.z; Nz;Rew/ can be rewritten as

Imw D Q.z; Nz/Cˆ�3.z; Nz;Rew/;

where ˆ�3 only contains homogeneous terms of order at least 3.
We are going to classify germs of such real analytic manifolds under the action of the

group of germs of biholomorphisms of CN . The classification problem for Levi-nondegenerate
manifolds has a long history, especially in the particular case of hypersurfaces (d D 1). The
case of higher codimension d > 1 faces challenges, to be outlined below, which are absent in
the case d D 1. Therefore, the case of higher codimension has long remained open, and to the
best of our knowledge the results obtained in the present paper are the first without special
assumptions on the codimension. The methods we introduce in order to study this normal form
problem are completely different to the ones used previously in the literature. They are very
flexible and powerful, and therefore we do expect that they will be useful in the study of other
normal form problems in CR geometry.

Let us review a bit of the history before we state our results. The equivalence problem
was first studied (and solved) for hypersurfaces in C2 by Elie Cartan in a series of papers
[7, 8] in the early 1930s, using his theory of moving frames. Later on, Tanaka [25] and Chern
and Moser [9] solved the problem for Levi-nondegenerate hypersurfaces in Cn. They used
differential-geometric approaches, but also, in the case of Chern–Moser an approach coming
from the theory of dynamical systems: finding a normal form for the defining function, or
equivalently, finding a special coordinate system for the manifold. We refer to the papers by
Vitushkin [26, 27], the book by Jacobowitz [19], the survey by Huang [15] and the survey by
Beals, Fefferman and Grossman [3] in which the geometric and analytic significance of the
Chern–Moser normal form are discussed.

We are able to give a formal normal form for Levi-nondegenerate real analytic mani-
folds together with a rather simple condition (see (1.2)) which implies its convergence. Recent
advances in normal forms for real submanifolds of complex spaces with respect to holomorphic
transformations have been significant: We would like to cite in this context the recent works of
Huang and Yin [16–18], the second author and Gong [14], and Gong and Lebl [13].

We will discuss our construction and the difficulties involved with it by contrasting it
to the Chern–Moser case. Before we describe the Chern–Moser normal form, let us comment
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shortly on why the differential geometric approach taken by Tanaka and Chern–Moser works in
the case of hypersurfaces. The reason for this is that actually locally, the geometric information
induced by the (now scalar-valued!) Levi-form can be reduced to its signature and therefore
stays, in a certain sense “constant”. One can therefore study the structure using tools which
are nowadays formalized under the umbrella of parabolic geometry – for further information,
we refer the reader to the book of Cap and Slovak [6]. In particular, every Levi-nondegenerate
hypersurface can be endowed with a structure bundle carrying a Cartan connection and an
associated intrinsic curvature. However, in the case of Levi-nondegenerate manifolds of higher
codimension, our basic second order invariant, the vector-valued Levi form Lp, has more invar-
iants than just the simple integer-valued signature of a scalar-valued form, and its behavior thus
can (and in general will) change dramatically with p. Of course, if it is nondegenerate at the
given point 0, it stays so in neighborhood of it. There have thus been rather few circumstances
in which the geometric approach has been applied successfully to Levi-nondegenerate mani-
folds of higher codimension, such as in the work of Schmalz, Ezhov, Cap, and others (see [23]
and references therein).

In our paper, we take the different (dynamical systems inspired) approach taken by Chern
and Moser, who introduced a convergent normal form for Levi-nondegenerate hypersurfaces.
They prescribe a space of normal forms NCM � CJz; Nz; sK such that for each element of
the infinitesimal automorphism algebra of the model hyperquadric Imw D NztJ z, one obtains
a unique formal choice .z; w/ of coordinates in CN D Cn �C in which the defining equation
takes the form

Imw D NztJ z Cˆ.z; Nz;Rew/

with ˆ 2 NCM . It turns out (after the fact) that the coordinates are actually holomorphic
coordinates, not only formal ones, which is the reason why we say that the Chern–Moser nor-
mal form is convergent. Let us shortly note that the dependence on the infinitesimal automor-
phism algebra is actually necessary; after all, some of the hypersurfaces studied have a normal
form which still carries some symmetries (in particular, the normal form of the model quadric
will be the model quadric itself).

The normal form space of Chern and Moser is described as follows. One needs to intro-
duce the trace operator

T D

�
à
à Nz

�t
J

�
à
àz

�
and the homogeneous parts in z and Nz of a series ˆ.z; Nz; u/ D

P
j;k ĵ;k.z; Nz; u/, where

ĵ;k.tz; s Nz; u/ D t
j sk ĵ;k.z; Nz; u/; ĵ;k is said to be of type .j; k/.

We then say that ˆ 2 NCM if it satisfies the following (Chern–Moser) normal form con-
ditions:

ĵ;0 D ˆ0;j D 0; j � 0;

ĵ;1 D ˆ1;j D 0; j � 1;

Tˆ2;2 D T
2ˆ2;3 D T

3ˆ3;3 D 0:

There are a number of aspects particular to the case d D 1 which allow Chern and Moser
to construct, based on these conditions (which arise rather naturally from a linearization of the
problem with respect to the ordering by type), a convergent choice of coordinates. In particular,
Chern and Moser are able to restate much of their problem in terms of ODEs, which comes
from the fact that there is only one transverse variable when d D 1; in particular, existence and
regularity of solutions is guaranteed. In higher codimension, this changes dramatically as this
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ODE is replaced by some systems holomorphic PDEs to which one has to find an holomorphic
solution vanishing at the origin. This is much more complicated and delicate to handle. A very
special example of such PDE is of the form

L.y/ D z1
ày
àz1
� z2
ày
àz2
D F.z1; z2; y/:

This equation cannot be solved in general. For instance, z1
ày
àz1
� z2
ày
àz2
D z1z2 will not have

any holomorphic solution with zero value at zero. There is no classical theorem to obtain an
a priori holomorphic solution to this kind of problem because one has to take care of the range
of the linear operator L (as well as its kernel). It is the purpose of the “Big Denominators
theorem” [24], to take charge of this. Our normal form has to take this into account.

Another aspect of the problem, which also accounts for the difference of the case d D 1
to d > 1, is the second line of the normal form conditions above: We cannot impose that
ˆ1;j D ĵ;1 D 0 for j � 1, as those terms – it turns out – actually carry invariant information.
We shall however present a rather simple normal form, defined by equations which one can
write down.

We should note at this point that some parts of the problem associated to a formal normal
form have already been studied by Beloshapka [5]. In there, a linearization of the problem is
given, and a formal normal form construction (with a completely arbitrary normal form space)
is discussed. However, for applications, a choice of a normal form space which actually gives
rise to a convergent normal form is of paramount importance, and only in very special circum-
stances (codimension 2 in C4, see Ezhov and Schmalz [10, 11]) there have been resolutions to
this problem.

The failure of a simple normalization of the terms of type .1; j / and .j; 1/ in the higher
codimension case has more and subtle consequences which destroy much of the structure which
allows one to succeed in the case d D 1. We are able to overcome some of these problems by
using a new technique from dynamical systems introduced by the second author [24].

Our first theorem states that, given a Levi-nondegenerate hyperquadric Imw D Q.z; Nz/,
for perturbations of the form

Imw D Q.z; Nz/Cˆ�3.z; Nz;Rew/;

one can find a formal normal form. Our first main result can therefore be thought of as a con-
crete realization of Beloshapka’s construction of an abstract normal form in this setting:

Theorem 1. Fix a nondegenerate form of full rank Q.z; Nz/ on Cn with values in Cd ,
i.e. a map of the form Q.z; Nz/ D . NztJ1z; : : : ; Nz

tJdz/ with the Jk satisfying (1.1). Then there
exists a subspace ONf � CJz; Nz;RewK (explicitly given in (2.5) below) such that the following
holds. Let M be given near 0 2 CN by an equation of the form

Imw0 D Q.z0; Nz0; /C Q̂ �3.z
0; Nz0;Rew0/

with Q̂ 2 CJz; Nz;RewK. Then there exists a formal biholomorphic map, unique up to a finite-
dimensional set of parameters, of the form H.z;w/ D .z C f�2; w C g�3/ such that in the
new (formal) coordinates .z; w/ D H�1.z0; w0/ the manifoldM is given by an equation of the
form

Imw D Q.z; Nz/Cˆ�3.z; Nz;Rew/

with ˆ�3 2 ONf .
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Let us remark that the parameter space in Theorem 1 can be described explicitly; this is
done at the very end of Section 5, and it turns out that it is closely related to the infinitesimal
automorphisms (up to order 3) of the model quadric. The solution of the analytic normal form
problem, however, runs into all of the difficulties described above. However, there is a partial,
“weak” normalization problem, described by a normal form space ON w

f
� ONf (again defined

below in (2.5)), which in practice does not try to normalize the .3; 2/ and the .2; 3/-terms and
therefore treats the transversal d -manifold z D f0.w/ as a parameter. This fact is somewhat of
independent interest, so we state it as a theorem:

Theorem 2. Fix a nondegenerate form of full rank Q.z; Nz/ on Cn with values in Cd ,
i.e. a map of the form Q.z; Nz/ D . NztJ1z; : : : ; Nz

tJdz/ with the Jk satisfying (1.1). Then for the
subspace N w D ON w

f
\C¹z; Nz;Rewº defined below in (2.5) the following holds. Let M be

given near 0 2 CN by an equation of the form

Imw0 D Q.z0; Nz0/C Q̂ �3.z
0; Nz0;Rew0/:

Then for any f0 2 C¹wºn vanishing at the origin (f0 2 .w/C¹wºn for short), there exists
a biholomorphic map of the form

H.z;w/ D .z C f0 C f�2; w C g�3/

with f�2.0; w/ D 0, unique up to a finite-dimensional space of parameters, such that in the
new coordinates .z; w/ D H�1.z0; w0/ the manifold M is given by an equation of the form

Imw D Q.z; Nz/Cˆ�3.z; Nz;Rew/

with ˆ�3 2 N w .

As above, the parameter space can be described explicitly. Let us note that (as is apparent
from the construction of the convergent solution) the corresponding formal problem also has
a solution.

There is a nice geometric interpretation of the convergent normal form given in Theo-
rem 2. If we fix a germ of a real-analytic submanifold N �M through 0 which is transver-
sal to T c0M , given by the equation z D f0.u/, the normalizing transformation provides for
a unique convergent parametrization identifying the subset defined by ¹z D 0; v D 0º in the
normal form with N , that is, we obtain an (essentially unique) map  W Rd !M parametriz-
ing N and (by identifying the standard basis of the complex tangent space of the normal form
at the point .0; t/ with a designated basis of T c

.t/
M , a frame of T c

.t/
M , for each t 2 Rd .

The analytic choice of such a transverse manifold satisfying the additional restrictions
that the defining equation of M in the coordinates for which N corresponds to ¹0º �Rd

actually is in ONf is actually quite more involved than the choice of a transverse curve in the
case of a hypersurface, as the “resonant terms” already alluded to above provide for an intricate
nonlinear coupling of the PDEs which we will derive. It is with that in mind that one has to
put some additional constraint in order to provide for a complete convergent normalization. We
note, however, that we obtain a complete solution to the formal normalization problem.

Even though we cannot guarantee convergence of every formal normal form we are able
to give some simple, purely algebraic conditions describing a subset of formal normal forms,
for which the transformation to the normal form (and therefore also the normal form) can be
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shown to be convergent if the data is. This condition is imposed on the terms of type .1; 1/ and
.1; 2/, determined from the decomposition

ˆ.z; Nz; u/ D
X
j;k

ĵ;k.z; Nz; u/; ĵ;k.tz; s Nz; u/ D t
j skˆ.z; Nz; u/:

Before stating our result, we note that we write

ˆ0j;k.z; Nz; u/ D

�
à ĵ;k

àu1
; : : : ;
à ĵ;k

àud

�
;

which is a d � d -matrix of formal power series in u taking values in the space of polynomials
in z and Nz (homogeneous of degree j in z and k in Nz).

Theorem 3. Fix a nondegenerate form of full rank Q.z; Nz/ on Cn with values in Cd ,
i.e. a map of the form Q.z; Nz/ D . NztJ1z; : : : ; Nz

tJdz/ with the Jk satisfying (1.1). Let M be
given near 0 2 CN by an equation of the form

Imw0 D Q.z0; Nz0; /C Q̂ �3.z
0; Nz0;Rew0/

with Q̂ 2 C¹z; Nz;Rewº. Then any formal biholomorphic map into the normal form from Theo-
rem 1 is convergent if the (formal) normal form

Imw D Q.z; Nz/Cˆ�3.z; Nz;Rew/

satisfies

(1.2) ˆ01;1ˆ1;2 Cˆ
0
1;2.QCˆ1;1/ D 0:

It is a natural question to ask how our normal form relates to the Chern–Moser normal
form. In fact, our normalization procedure in Theorem 3 is a bit different from the Chern–
Moser procedure. Let us emphasize that in the hypersurface case (d D 1) the normal form in
Theorem 1, even though necessarily different from the Chern–Moser normal form, is automati-
cally convergent. Indeed, in this case, (1.2) on the formal normal form is automatically satisfied
since ˆ1;1 D ˆ1;2 D 0.

The difference of our normal form from the Chern–Moser construction is in some sense
necessary, since it is geared towards higher codimensional manifolds. However, we can adapt
it in such a way that in codimension 1, we obtain a completely new proof of the convergence of
the Chern–Moser normal form, which relies only on the inductive procedure used to construct
it. We shall discuss this in detail in Section 8.

We would like to emphasize that having to impose a condition on the formal normal
form in order to ensure the convergence of the normalizing transformation is a phenomenon
that occurs in other problems arising e.g. in the theorem of Dynamical Systems. For instance,
in Hamiltonian local dynamics, consider a germ of an analytic Hamiltonian vector field in R2p

(or C2p),

XH D

pX
iD1

�
àH
àyi
à
àxi
C
àH
àxi
à
àyi

where H D H2 CH3 C h.o.t. denotes a germ of an analytic function with Hi being a homo-
geneous polynomial of degree i . Such an H has a (formal) Birkhoff normal form obtained by
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a formal (symplectic) transformation. In the simplest (i.e. real nonresonant) case, we can write

H2 D

pX
iD1

�i .x
2
i C y

2
i /

and the Birkhoff normal form is of the form OH.x21 C y
2
1 ; : : : ; x

2
p C y

2
p/ . It was shown by

Birkhoff (in the 1930s) that, in dimension 2 (i.e. if p D 1), there always exists an analytic
transformation into the Birkhoff normal form. In higher dimension, the situation is dramatically
more complicated. In the late 60s, Rüssmann [22] proved that if the formal Birkhoff normal
form has the form

OH.H2/ D OH

 
pX
iD1

�i .x
2
i C y

2
i /

!
(which is an algebraic condition) then there exists an analytic transformation to the Birkhoff
normal form (under a small divisors condition). This condition is of course automatically sat-
isfied in dimension 2. This apparently technical condition on the formal normal form is now
understood as a complete integrability condition and has a geometrical interpretation. There
is also a similar phenomenon in the framework of CR-singularities following the seminal arti-
cle of Moser and Webster [21] (involving reversible biholomorphisms in dimension 2 that are
automatically locally holomorphically conjugate to a normal form) and the more recent work
by Gong and Stolovitch [14] (in higher dimension, some conditions are needed to obtain the
holomorphic normalization of reversible biholomorphisms).

These are very similar situations to the conditions which we uncovered in our main result.
After having defined a suitable (and not trivial) notion of normal form, we found a condition
on the formal normal form that ensure that there is an analytic transformation to a (analytic)
normal form. This condition is automatically satisfied in codimension 1, that is, in Chern–
Moser situation.

Acknowledgement. We thank the referees for their very careful reading that helped us
improve our text.

2. Framework

We first gather some notational and technical preliminaries, which are going to be used
in the sequel without further mentioning.

2.1. Initial quadric. Let QM be a germ of a real analytic manifold at the origin of CnCd

defined by an equation of the form

(2.1) v0 D Q.z0; Nz0/C Q̂ �3.z
0; Nz0; u0/;

wherew0 WD u0Civ0 2 Cd , u0 D Rew0 2 Rd , v0 D Imw0 2 Rd and z0 2 Cn. Here,Q.z0; Nz0/
is a quadratic polynomial map with values in Rd and Q̂ �3.z0; Nz0; u0/ an analytic map germ
at 0. We endow the variables z0; Nz0; w0 with weights: z0 and Nz0 get endowed with weights
p1 D p2 D 1 and w0 (and also u and v) with p3 D 2 respectively. Hence, the defining equa-
tion of the model quadric Imw D Q.z; Nz/ is homogeneous (q-h) of quasi-degree (q-d) 2.
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8 Lamel and Stolovitch, Convergence of the Chern–Moser–Beloshapka normal forms

We assume that the higher-order deformation Q̂ �3.z; Nz; u/ has quasi-order (q-o) � 3, that is,

Q̂
�3.z

0; Nz0; u0/ D
X
p�3

Q̂
p.z
0; Nz0; u0/;

with Q̂p.z0; Nz0; u0/ q-h of degree p. Hence, QM is a higher order perturbation of the quadric
defined by the homogeneous equation v0 D Q.z0; Nz0/. We assume that the quadratic polynomial
Q is a Hermitian form on Cn, valued in Rd , meaning it is of the form

Q.z; Nz/ D

0BB@
Q1.z; Nz/

:::

Qd .z; Nz/

1CCA ;
where Qk.z; Nz/ D NztJkz for k D 1; : : : ; d is a Hermitian form on Cn defined by a Hermitian
n � n-matrix Jk . In particular, we observe that

Q.a; Nb/ D Q.b; Na/

for any a; b 2 Cn.
We assume that Q.z; Nz/ is nondegenerate if Q.v; e/ D 0 for all v 2 Cn implies e D 0,

or equivalently,
d\
kD1

kerJk D ¹0º:

We also assume that the forms Jk are linearly independent, which translates to the fact that ifP
k �kJk D 0 for scalars �k , then �k D 0, k D 1; : : : ; d .

In terms of the usual nondegeneracy conditions of CR geometry (see e.g. [2]) these con-
ditions can be stated equivalently by requiring that the model quadric v D Q.z; Nz/ is 1-non-
degenerate and of finite type at the origin.

2.2. Complex defining equations. We will also have use for the complex defining
equations for the real-analytic (or formal) manifold M . If M is given by

Imw D '.z; Nz;Rew/;

where ' is at least quadratic, an application of the implicit function theorem (solving for w)
shows that one can give an equivalent equation

w D �.z; Nz; Nw/:

Such an equation comes from the defining equation of a real hypersurface if and only if
�.z; Nz; N�. Nz; z; w// D w.

We say that the coordinates .z; w/ are normal if '.z; 0; u/ D '.0; Nz; u/ D 0, or equiva-
lently, if �.z; 0; Nw/ D �.0; Nz; Nw/ D Nw. The following fact is useful:

Lemma 4. Let %.z; Nz; w; Nw/ be a defining function for a germ of a real-analytic sub-
manifold M � Cn

z �Cd
w . Then .z; w/ are normal coordinates for M if and only if

%.z; 0; w;w/ D %.0; Nz; w;w/ D 0:

For a proof, we refer to [2].
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2.3. Fischer inner product. Let V be a finite-dimensional vector space (over C or R),
endowed with an inner product h � ; � i. We denote by u D .u1; : : : ; ud / a (formal) variable,
and write V JuK for the space of formal power series in u with values in V . A typical element
f 2 V JuK will be written as

f .u/ D
X
˛2Nd

f˛u
˛; f˛ 2 V:

We define an extension of this inner product to V JuK by

hf˛u
˛; gˇu

ˇ
i D

´
˛Šhf˛; g˛i; ˛ D ˇ;

0; ˛ ¤ ˇ:

The inner product hf; gi is not defined on all of V JuK, but is only defined whenever at most
finitely many of the products hf˛; g˛i are nonzero. In particular, hf; gi is defined whenever
g 2 F Œu�. This inner product is called the Fischer inner product [4,12]. If T W F1JuK! F2JuK
is a linear map, we say that T has a formal adjoint if there exists a map T � W F2JuK! F1JuK
such that

hTf; gi2 D hf; T
�gi1

whenever both sides are defined.

Lemma 5. A linear map T as above has a formal adjoint if T .F1Œu�/ � F2Œu�, where
Fj Œu� is the space of polynomials with values in Fj , j D 1; 2.

Proof. Let
T .f˛u

˛/ DW g˛ D
X
ˇ

g˛ˇu
ˇ ;

and set
T �.hˇu

ˇ / DW sˇ .u/ D
X
˛

sˇ˛u
˛:

We need that
hT .f˛u

˛/; hˇu
ˇ
i2 D ˇŠhg

˛
ˇ ; hˇ i2

D hf; T �.hˇu
ˇ /i1

D ˛Šhf˛; s
ˇ
˛ i1;

which has to hold for all ˛; ˇ, and arbitrary f˛ 2 F1; hˇ 2 F2. This condition determines
s
ˇ
˛ uniquely: Fix hˇ and consider the linear form F1 3 f˛ 7! hTf˛u

˛; hˇ i: Since h � ; � i1 is
nondegenerate, there exists a uniquely determined sˇ˛ 2 F1 such that

hg˛ˇ ; hˇ i2 D
˛Š

ˇŠ
hf˛; s

ˇ
˛ i1:

We now only need to ensure that the series T �h is well defined for h D
P
ˇ hˇu

ˇ .
It would be given by

T �h D
X
˛

�X
ˇ

sˇ˛

�
u˛;

which is a well-defined expression under the condition that T .f˛u˛/ is a polynomial.
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We are now quickly going to review some of the facts and constructions which we are
going to need.

The map D˛ W F JuK! F JuK given by

Df .u/ D
àj jf
àu

D

X
˛

 
˛Š

Š

!
Šf˛u

˛�

has the formal adjoint
Mg.u/ D u

g.u/:

Indeed,

hDf˛u
˛; gˇu

ˇ
i D

´�
˛


�
Š.˛ � /Šhf˛; g˛� i D hf˛u

˛; gˇu
ˇC i; ˇ D ˛ � ;

0; ˇ ¤ ˛ � :

If L W F1 ! F2 is a linear operator, then the induced operator TL W F1JuK! F2JuK
defined by

TL

�X
˛

f˛u
˛

�
D

X
˛

Lf˛u
˛

has the formal adjoint T �L D TL� , since

hTLf˛u
˛; gˇu

ˇ
i2 D

´
˛ŠhLf˛; gˇ i2 D ˛Šhf˛; L

�gˇ i1 D hf˛u
˛; TL�gˇu

ˇ i; ˛ D ˇ;

0; else:

LetLj W F JuK! Fj JuK be linear operators, j D 1; : : : ; n, each of which possesses a for-
mal adjoint L�j . Then the operator

L D .L1; : : : ; Ln/ W F JuK!
M
j

Fj JuK;

where
L
j Fj is considered as an orthogonal sum, has the formal adjoint L� D

P
j L
�
j .

More generally, it is often convenient to gather all derivatives together: consider the map
Dk W F JuK! Symk F JuK, where Symk F is the space of symmetric k-tensors on Cd (respec-
tively Rd ) with values in F , defined by

Dkf .u/ D .D˛f .u//˛2Nd

j˛jDk

has the formal adjoint D�
k
DMk given by

Mkg.u/ D
X
2Nd

j jDk

g .u/u
 ; where g.u/ D .g .u//j jDk :

Here we realize the space Symk F as the space of homogeneous polynomials of degree k in d
variables .u1; : : : ; ud /, i.e.

Symk F D
.kCd�1d�1 /M
jD1

F;

with the induced norm as an orthogonal sum (which is the usual induced norm on that space).
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Lamel and Stolovitch, Convergence of the Chern–Moser–Beloshapka normal forms 11

If L1 W F JuK! F1JuK and L2 W F1JuK! F2JuK are linear maps each of which pos-
sesses a formal adjoint, then L D L2 ı L1 has the formal adjoint L� D L�1 ı L

�
2 .

It is often convenient to use the normalized Fischer product [20], which is defined by

hf˛u
˛; gˇu

ˇ
i D

´
˛Š
j˛jŠ
hf˛; g˛i; ˛ D ˇ;

0; ˛ ¤ ˇ:

While the adjoints with respect to the normalized and the standard Fischer inner product dif-
fer by constant factors for terms of the same homogeneity, the existence of adjoints and their
kernels agree. Thus, it is not necessary to distinguish between the normalized and the stan-
dard Fischer product when looking at kernels of adjoints. The normalized version of the inner
product is far more suitable when dealing convergence issues and also better for nonlinear
problems [20, Propositions 3.6–3.7].

Our coefficient spaces F1 and F2 are often going to be spaces of polynomials (in z and Nz)
of certain homogeneities, themselves equipped with the Fischer norm. Let Hn;m be the space
of homogeneous polynomials of degree m in z 2 Cn. We shall omit to write dependance on
the dimension n if the context permits. Our definition of the (normalized) Fischer inner product
h � ; � i means that on monomials

hz˛; zˇ i D

´
˛Š
j˛jŠ
; ˛ D ˇ;

0; ˛ ¤ ˇ;

and the inner product on .Hn;m/
` is induced by declaring that the components are orthogonal

with each other: if f D .f 1; : : : ; f `/ 2 .Hn;m/
`, then hf; gi D

P`
jD1hf

j ; gj i.
Let Rm;k be the space of polynomials in z and Nz, valued in Cd , which are homoge-

neous of degree m (respectively k) in z (respectively Nz). Also this space will be equipped with
the Fischer inner product h � ; � id;k , where the components are declared to be orthogonal as
well. That is, the inner product of a polynomial P D .P1; : : : ; Pd /t 2 Rm;k with a polyno-
mial Q D .Q1; : : : ;Qd /t 2 Rm;k is defined by hP;Qi D

P
`hP`;Q`i, and the latter inner

products are given on the basis monomials by

(2.2) hz˛1 Nz˛2 ; zˇ1 Nzˇ2i D

´
˛1Š˛2Š

.j˛1jCj˛2j/Š
; ˛1 D ˇ1; ˛2 D ˇ2;

0; ˛1 ¤ ˇ1 or ˛2 ¤ ˇ2:

2.4. The normalization conditions. In this subsection, we shall discuss some of the
operators which we are going to encounter and discuss the normalization conditions used in
Theorem 1, Theorem 2, and Theorem 3. The first normalization conditions on the .p; 0/- and
.0; p/-terms of a power series ˆ.z; Nz; u/ 2 CJz; Nz; uK, decomposed as

ˆ.z; Nz; u/ D

1X
j;kD0

ĵ;k.z; Nz; u/;

is that

(2.3) p̂;0 D ˆ0;p D 0; p � 0:

With the potential to confuse the notions, we note that this corresponds to the requirement
that .z; w/ are “normal” coordinates in the sense of Baouendi, Ebenfelt, and Rothschild (see
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12 Lamel and Stolovitch, Convergence of the Chern–Moser–Beloshapka normal forms

e.g. [2]) (it is also equivalent to the requirement that ˆ “does not contain harmonic terms”).
We write

N 0
WD ¹ˆ 2 CJz; Nz; uK W ˆ.z; 0; u/ D ˆ.0; Nz; u/ D 0º:

The first important operator, K , is defined on formal power series in z and u (or w), and
maps them to power series in z; Nz; u, linear in Nz, by

K W CJz; uKd ! .CJz; Nz; uKd /=.. Nz2//;

K.'.z; u// D Q.'.z; u/; Nz/ D

0BB@
NztJ1.'.z; u//

:::

NztJd .'.z; u//

1CCA :
We can also consider NK , defined by

NK W CJ Nz; uKd ! .CJz; Nz; uKd /=..z2//;

K.'. Nz; u// D Q.z; '.Nz; u// D

0BB@
.'. Nz; u//tJ1z

:::

.'. Nz; u//tJdz

1CCA :
The important distinction for these operators to the case d D 1, is that for d > 1, they are not
of full range. They are still injective, as we’ll show later in Lemma 7. We will also construct
a rather natural complementary space for their range, namely the kernels of

K� W .CJz; Nz; uKd /=.. Nz2//! CJz; uKd ;

K�

0BB@
b1.z; Nz; u/

:::

bd .z; Nz; u/

1CCA D dX
jD1

0BB@Jj
0BB@
à
à Nz1

ˇ̌
0

:::
à
à Nzn

ˇ̌
0

1CCA
1CCA bj

and of . NK/�, respectively. These operators are needed for the normalization of the .p; 1/- and
.1; p/-terms for p > 1 and constitute our first set of normalization conditions different from
the Chern–Moser conditions:

(2.4) K� p̂;1 D
NK�ˆ1;p D 0; p > 1:

We set the corresponding normal form space

N 1
�k D

®
ˆ 2 CJz; Nz; uK WK� p̂;1 D

NK�ˆ1;p D 0; 1 < p � k
¯
:

For our other normalization conditions, in addition the operator K , we shall need the opera-
tor �, introduced by Beloshapka in [5]. It is defined for a power series map in .z; Nz; u/ (valued
in an arbitrary space) by

.�'/.z; Nz; u// D

dX
jD1

'uj .z; Nz; u/Qj .z; Nz/:

Its adjoint with respect to the Fischer inner product is going to play a prominent role: It is
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defined, again for an arbitrary power series map ', by

��' D

dX
jD1

ujQj

�
à
àz
;
à
à Nz

�
':

The operator �� is the equivalent to the trace operator which we are going to use. The possi-
ble appearance of “unremovable” terms in ˆ1;1 makes it a bit harder to formulate the corre-
sponding trace conditions, as not only the obviously invariant Q plays a role, but rather all the
invariant parts of ĵ;j for j � 3. Furthermore, in the general setting, we do not have a “polar
decomposition” for ˆ1;1, making it hard to decide which terms to “remove” and which to
“keep” when normalizing the diagonal terms. We opt for a balanced approach in our second set
of normalization conditions, involving the diagonal terms .1; 1/, .2; 2/, and .3; 3/:

�6��ˆ1;1 C .�
�/3ˆ3;3 D 0;

K�.ˆ1;1 � i�
�ˆ2;2 � .�

�/2ˆ3;3/ D 0:

We define the set of power series ˆ 2 CJz; Nz; uK satisfying these normalization conditions
as N d (“d” stands for “diagonal terms”). Let us note that in the case d D 1, these conditions
are different from the Chern–Moser conditions.

The last set of normalization conditions deals with the .2; 3/- and the .3; 2/-terms; those
possess terms which are not present in the Chern–Moser setting, but which simply disappear
in the case d D 1, reverting to the Chern–Moser conditions:

K�.��/2.ˆ2;3 C i�ˆ1;2/ D NK
�.��/2.ˆ3;2 � i�ˆ2;1/ D 0:

The space of the power series which satisfy this condition will be denoted by

N off
D
®
ˆ 2 CJz; Nz; uK WK�.��/2.ˆ2;3 C i�ˆ1;2/ D NK�.��/2.ˆ3;2 � i�ˆ2;1/ D 0

¯
:

This is the normal forms space of “off-diagonal terms”. Let us note that in the case d D 1,
because in our choice of normalization we have that ˆ1;1 ¤ 0 in general, even though our
normalization condition for the .3; 2/-term reverts to the same differential equation as the dif-
ferential equation for a chain, our full normal form will not necessarily produce chains. We
discuss this issue later in Section 8.

We can now define the spaces ONf � ON w
f

of normal forms:

(2.5) ONf WD N 0
\N 1

�1 \N d
\N off; ON w

f WD N 0
\N 1

�1 \N d :

3. Transformation of a perturbation of the initial quadric

We consider a formal holomorphic change of coordinates of the form

z0 D Cz C f�2.z; w/ DW f .z; w/; w0 D sw C g�3.z; w/ DW g.z; w/

where the invertible n � n matrix C and the invertible real d � d matrix s satisfy

Q.Cz; NC Nz/ D sQ.z; Nz/:
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14 Lamel and Stolovitch, Convergence of the Chern–Moser–Beloshapka normal forms

In these new coordinates, equation (2.1) reads

v D Q.z; Nz/Cˆ�3.z; Nz; u/:

This is the new equation of the manifold M (in the coordinates .z; w/). We need to find the
expression of ˆ�3. We have the following conjugacy equation:

sv C Im.g�3.z; w// D Q.Cz C f�2.z; w/; NC Nz C Nf�2. Nz; Nw//

C Q̂ �3.Cz C f�2.z; w/; NC Nz C Nf�2. Nz; Nw/; suC Re.g�3.z; w///:

Let us set as notation

f WD f .z; uC iv/ and Nf WD Nf . Nz; u � iv/

with v WD Q.z; Nz/Cˆ�3.z; Nz; u/. We shall writeQ forQ.z; Nz/. The conjugacy equation reads

(3.1)
1

2i
.g � Ng/ D Q.f; Nf /C Q̂ �3

�
f; Nf ;

g C Ng

2

�
:

As above, we set f�2 WD f�2.z; uC iv/ and Nf�2 WD Nf�2. Nz; u � iv/. We have

1

2i
.s.uC iv/ � s.u � iv// D sQ.z; Nz/C sˆ�3.z; Nz; v/;

Q.f; Nf / D Q.Cz C f�2; NC Nz C Nf�2/

D Q.Cz; Nf�2/CQ.f�2; NC Nz/CQ.Cz; NC Nz/CQ.f�2; Nf�2/;

Q̂
�3

�
f; Nf ;

1

2
Œg C Ng�

�
D Q̂ �3.Cz; NC Nz; su/

C

�
Q̂
�3

�
f; Nf ;

1

2
Œg C Ng�

�
� Q̂ �3.Cz; NC Nz; su/

�
:

Therefore, we can rewrite (3.1) in the following way:

1

2i
Œg�3.z; uC iQ/ � Ng�3. Nz; u � iQ/�(3.2)

� .Q.Cz; Nf�2. Nz; u � iQ//CQ.f�2.z; uC iQ/; NC Nz//

D Q.f�2; Nf�2/C Q̂ �3.Cz; NC Nz; su/ � sˆ�3.z; Nz; u/

C

�
Q̂
�3

�
f; Nf ;

1

2
.g C Ng/

�
� Q̂ �3.Cz; NC Nz; su/

�
C
1

2i
.g�3.z; uC iQ/ � g�3/ �

1

2i
. Ng�3. Nz; u � iQ/ � Ng�3/

C .Q.Cz; Nf�2/ �Q.Cz; Nf�2.z; u � iQ///

C .Q.f�2; NC Nz/ �Q.f�2.z; uC iQ/; NC Nz//:

Let us set C D id and s D 1. We shall write this equation as

(3.3) L.f�2; g�3/ D T .z; Nz; uIf�2; g�3; ˆ/ �ˆ;

where L.f�2; g�3/ (respectively T .z; Nz; uI ; f�2; g�3; ˆ/) denotes the linear (respectively
nonlinear) operator defined on the left-(respectively right-)hand side of equation (3.2). The
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linear operator L maps the space of homogeneous holomorphic vector fields QHk�2 of
quasi-degree k � 2 � 1, that is, of expressions of the form

fk�1.z; w/
à
àz
C gk.z; w/

à
àw
D fk�1.z; w/ �

0BB@
à
àz1
:::
à
àzn

1CCAC gk.z; w/ �
0BB@
à
àw1
:::
à
àwd

1CCA ;
where fk�1 and gk are quasi-homogeneous polynomials taking values in Cn and Cd , respec-
tively, to the space of quasi-homogeneous polynomials of degree k � 3 with values in Cd .
We shall denote the restriction of L to QHk�2 by Lk .

By expanding into homogeneous component, equation (3.3) reads

L.fk�1; gk/ D ¹T .z; Nz; uIf�2; g�3; ˆ/ºk �ˆk(3.4)

D ¹T .z; Nz; uIf <k�1�2 ; g<k�3 /; ˆ<kºk �ˆk :

Here, ¹T .z; Nz; uIf�2; g�3/; ˆºk (respectively f <k�1
�2 ) denotes the quasi-homogeneous term

of degree k (respectively < k � 1) of the Taylor expansion of T .z; Nz; uIf�2; g�3; ˆ/ (respec-
tively f�2) at the origin.

It is well known (see e.g. [1]) that the operator L, considered as an operator on the
space of (formal) holomorphic vector fields, under our assumptions of linear independence and
nondegeneracy of the form Q, has a finite-dimensional (as a real vector space) kernel, which
coincides with the space of infinitesimal CR automorphisms of the model quadric

Imw D Q.z; Nz/

fixing the origin. It follows that, for any k � 3, any complementary subspace Nk to the image
of Lk gives rise to a formal normal form of degree k. By induction on k, we prove that there
exist an .fk�1; gk/ and a ˆk 2 Nk such that equation (3.4) is solved. As a consequence, up
to elements of the space of infinitesimal automorphisms of the model quadric, there exists
a unique formal holomorphic change of coordinates such that the “new” defining function lies
in the space of normal form N WD

L
k�3Nk .

In order to find a way to choose N with the additional property that for analytic defining
functions, the change of coordinates is also analytic, we shall pursue a path which tries to
rewrite the important components of L as partial differential operators.

From now on, we write ¹hºp;q for the term in the Taylor expansion of h which is homo-
geneous of degree p in z and of degree q in Nz. For a map h D h.z; Nz; u/, we have

¹hºp;q D hp;q.u/

for some map hp;q.u/ taking values in the space of polynomials homogeneous of degree p in
z and of degree q in Nz (with values in the same space as h), which is analytic in a fixed domain
of u independent of p and q (provided that h is analytic). We also will from now on write
fk.z; u/ for the homogeneous polynomial of degree k (in z) in the Taylor expansion of f .
Even though this conflicts with our previous use of the subscript, no problems shall arise from
the dual use.

In what follows our notation can be considered as an abuse of notation: in an expression
such asDkug.z; u/.QCˆ/

k , we write as ifQCˆ was a scalar. This is harmless since we are
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16 Lamel and Stolovitch, Convergence of the Chern–Moser–Beloshapka normal forms

only interested in a lower bound of the vanishing order of some fix set of monomials in z; Nz.
However, if one decides to considerDkug as a symmetric multilinear form and considers powers
as appropriate “filling” of these forms by arguments, one can also consider the equations as
actual equalities.

We have

(3.5) g�3.z; uC iQ/�g�3.z; uC iQC iˆ/ D
X
k�1

ik

kŠ
Dkug�3.z; u/.Q

k
� .QCˆ/k/

and

Q.f�2 � f�2.z; uC iQ/; NC Nz/ D Q

�X
k�1

ik

kŠ
Dkuf�2.z; u/..QCˆ/

k
�Qk/; NC Nz

�
;

and therefore

¹Dkug.z; u/.Q
k
� .QCˆ/k/ºp;q D

pX
lD0

Dkugl.z; u/¹Q
k
� .QCˆ/kºp�l;q

and

¹Q.f�2 � f�2.z; uC iQ/; NC Nz/ºp;q(3.6)

D Q.¹f�2 � f�2.z; uC iQ/ºp;q�1; NC Nz/

D

pX
lD0

X
k�1

ik

kŠ
Q.Dkufl.z; u/¹.QCˆ/

k
�Qkºp�l;q�1; NC Nz/:

4. Equations for the .p; q/-term of the conjugacy equation

For any nonnegative integers p; q, let us set

Tp;q WD

²
Q̂
�3

�
f; Nf ;

1

2
.g C Ng/

�
� Q̂ �3.Cz; NC Nz; su/

³
p;q

:

4.1. .p; 0/-terms. According to (A.1), (A.7), (A.11), the .p; 0/-term of the conjugacy
equation (3.1), for p � 2, is

1

2i
gp D Q.fp; Nf0/C Tp;0 C Q̂p;0.Cz; NC Nz; su/ � s p̂;0.z; Nz; u/(4.1)

DW Fp;0:

For p D 1, the linear map L gives a new term �Q.Cz; Nf0/ to the previous one. Hence, we
have

1

2i
g1 �Q.Cz; Nf0/ D Q.f1; Nf0/C T1;0 C Q̂ 1;0.Cz; NC Nz; su/ � sˆ1;0.z; Nz; u/

DW F1;0:

For p D 0, we have

Im.g0/ D Q.f0; Nf0/C T0;0 C Q̂ 0;0.Cz; NC Nz; su/ � sˆ0;0.z; Nz; u/

DW F0;0:
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4.2. .p; 1/-terms. According to (A.2), (A.7), (A.12), the .p; 1/-term of the conjugacy
equation (3.1), for p � 3, is

1

2
Dugp�1Q �Q.fp; NC Nz/(4.2)

D Im i
X
j<p

Dugp�j ĵ;1 CQ.fp; Nf1/

C iQ.Dfp�1.QCˆ1;1/; Nf0/ � iQ.fp�1;Du Nf0.QCˆ1;1//

C Q̂p;1.Cz; su/ � s p̂;1.z; u/C Tp;1 DW Fp;1:

For p D 2, we get the same expression on the right-hand side, but the linear part gains the term
iQ.Cz;Du Nf0Q/. Hence, we have

(4.3)
1

2
Dug1Q �Q.f2; NC Nz/C iQ.Cz;Du Nf0Q/ D F2;1:

For p D 1, we have

(4.4) Du Re.g0.u// �Q �Q.Cz; Nf1. Nz; u// �Q.f1.z; u/; NC Nz/ D F1;1

4.3. .3; 2/-terms. For the .3; 2/-terms, we obtain

�
1

4i
D2ug1.z; u/Q

2
C
1

2
Q.Cz;D2u

Nf0.u/Q
2/ � iQ.Duf2.z; u/Q; NC Nz/(4.5)

D (A.15)C
1

2i
(A.5)C (A.10)C Q̂ 3;2.Cz; NC Nz; su/ � sˆ3;2.z; Nz; u/

�
1

2i
(A.5)C (A.10)C (A.16)3;2 WD F3;2;

where (A.16)3;2 denotes the .3; 2/-component of (A.16), (A.5) denotes the .3; 2/-component
of . Ng�3. Nz; u � iQ/ � Ng�3/, and (A.10) that of .Q.Cz; Nf�2/ �Q.Cz; Nf�2.z; u � iQ///.

4.4. .2 ; 2/-terms. For the .2; 2/-term, we have

�
1

2
D2u Im.g0/ �Q2 C iQ.Cz;Du Nf1. Nz; u/ �Q/ � iQ.Duf1.z; u/ �Q; NC Nz/(4.6)

D (A.13)C
1

2i
(A.3)C (A.8)C Q̂ 2;2.Cz; NC Nz; su/ � sˆ2;2.z; Nz; u/

�
1

2i
(A.3)C (A.8)C (A.16)2;2 DW F2;2:

4.5. .3; 3/-terms. For the .3; 3/-term, we have

�
1

6
D3u Re.g0/ �Q3 CQ.Cz;D2u Nf1. Nz; u/ �Q

2/CQ.D2uf1.z; u/ �Q
2; NC Nz/(4.7)

D (A.14)C
1

2i
(A.4)C (A.9)C Q̂ 3;3.Cz; NC Nz; su/ � sˆ3;3.z; Nz; u/

�
1

2i
(A.4)C (A.9)C (A.16)3;3 DW F3;3:
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5. A full formal normal form: Proof of Theorem 1

We recall that we have used above the following notation for the grading of the transfor-
mation: we consider transformations of the form

z� D z C
X
k�0

fk; w
�
D w C

X
k�0

gk;

where fk.z; w/ and gk.z; w/ are homogeneous of degree k in z; fk and gk can also be con-
sidered as power series maps in w valued in the space of holomorphic polynomials in z of
degree k taking values in Cn and Cd , respectively. We then collect from the equations com-
puted in Section 4: Using (4.1)–(4.2), we have Im.g0/ D F0;0 and

1

2i
g1 �Q.Cz; Nf0/ D F1;0;

1

2i
gp D Fp;0; p � 2;

1

2
DugpQ �Q.fpC1; Nz/ D FpC1;1; p � 2:

Using (4.3) and (4.5), we have
1

2
Dug1Q �Q.f2; Nz/C iQ.z;Du Nf0Q/ D F2;1;

�
1

4i
D2ug1.z; u/Q

2
C
1

2
Q.z;D2 Nf0.u/Q

2/ � iQ.Duf2.z; u/Q; Nz/ D F3;2:

Using (4.4),(4.6) and (4.7), we have Im.g0/ D F0;0 and

Du Re.g0.u// �Q �Q.z; Nf1. Nz; u// �Q.f1.z; u/; Nz/ D F1;1;

�
1

2
D2u Im .g0/ �Q

2
C iQ.z;Du Nf1. Nz; u/ �Q/ � iQ.Duf1.z; u/ �Q; Nz/ D F2;2;

�
1

6
D3u Re.g0/ �Q3 CQ.z;D2u Nf1. Nz; u/ �Q

2/CQ.D2uf1.z; u/ �Q
2; Nz/ D F3;3:

In order to obtain an operator L acting on the space of maps, and taking values in the space
of formal power series in CJz; Nz; uKd endowed with Hermitian product (2.2), we simplify a bit
the left-hand sides, express the linear occurrence of the terms p̂;q of the “new” manifold, and
change the right-hand side accordingly:

Img0 D ˆ0;0 C QF0;0;(5.1)
1

2i
gp D p̂;0 C QFp;0;

�Q.fpC1; Nz/ D p̂C1;1 C QFpC1;1;

�Q.f2; Nz/C iQ.z;Du Nf0Q/ D ˆ2;1 C QF2;1;

1

2
Q.z;D2 Nf0.u/Q

2/ � iQ.Duf2.z; u/Q; Nz/ D ˆ3;2 C QF3;2;

Du Re.g0.u// �Q �Q.z; Nf1. Nz; u// �Q.f1.z; u/; Nz/ D ˆ1;1 C QF1;1;

iQ.z;Du Nf1. Nz; u/ �Q/ � iQ.Duf1.z; u/ �Q; Nz/ D ˆ2;2 C QF2;2;

�
1

6
D3u Re.g0/ �Q3 CQ.z;D2u Nf1. Nz; u/ �Q

2/

CQ.D2uf1.z; u/ �Q
2; Nz/ D ˆ3;3 C QF3;3;
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where p � 2. At this point, the existence of some formal normal form follows by studying the
injectivity of the linear operators appearing on the left-hand side of (5.1) (as already explained
in Beloshapka [5]). We now explain how we can reach the normalization conditions from Sec-
tion 2.4.

For the terms p̂;0 (for p � 0) this is simply done by applying the conditions (2.3) to
(5.1) and substituting the resulting expressions for Img0 and gp into the remaining equations.

In order to obtain the normalization conditions for the terms p̂;1, we apply the opera-
tor K� to lines 3 and 4 of (5.1), yielding after application of the normalization conditions (2.4)
a system of implicit equations for fp for p � 2. If we substitute the solution of this problem
back into the remaining equations, we obtain (now already using the operator notation)

�
1

2
NK�2f0 D ˆ3;2 � i�ˆ2;1 C OF3;2;(5.2)

�Re.g0/ � NK Nf1 �Kf1 D ˆ1;1 C OF1;1;

i NK�f1 � iK�f1 D ˆ2;2 C OF2;2;

�
1

6
�3 Re.g0/C NK�2 Nf1 CK�2f1 D ˆ3;3 C OF3;3:

We can then define the space of normal forms to be the kernel of the adjoint of the operator
L W CJuKn �RJuKd �CJuKn2 ! Rd

3;2 ˚Rd
1;1 ˚Rd

2;2 ˚Rd
3;3 given by

L.f0;Reg0; f1/ D

0BBBB@
�
1
2
NK�2f0

�Re.g0/ � NK Nf1 �Kf1

i NK� Nf1 � iK�f1

�
1
6
�3 Re.g0/C NK�2 Nf1 CK�2f1

1CCCCA
with respect to the Hermitian products on these spaces. The solution can be found by con-
structing the homogeneous terms in u (!) of f0, Reg0, f1 inductively, since the right-hand
sides only contains terms of lower order homogeneity (and thus, found in a preceding step).
However, the f1 enters the nonlinear terms in such a way as to render system (5.2) singu-
lar when one attempts to interpret it as (a system of complete partial) differential equations,
because the equation for the .3; 2/-term contains in the QF3;2 an f 001 , thereby linking Nf 00 with f 001 ;
therefore, the appearance of f 0000 in the term QF3;3 acts as if it contained an f 0001 , which exceeds
the order of derivative f 001 appearing in the linear part.

However, in the formal sense, a solution to this equation exists and is unique modulo
ker L, which we know to be a finite-dimensional space, and in particular unique if we require
.f0;Reg0; f1/ 2 Im L�. This gives us exactly our normal form space, and thus gives Theo-
rem 1.

6. Analytic solution to the weak conjugacy problem: Proof of Theorem 2

6.1. Step 1: Preparation. In this subsection, we shall first find a change of coordinates
of the form z0 D f0.w/C z and w0 D w C iG.z; w/, where G.0;w/ D NG.0;w/, in order to
ensure the normalization conditions p̂;0 D ˆ0;p D 0 for all nonnegative integers p. This
condition is equivalent to the fact that the coordinates .z; w/ are normal in the sense of Sec-
tion 2.2. In particular, if we consider a complex defining equation Q� for our perturbed quadric
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20 Lamel and Stolovitch, Convergence of the Chern–Moser–Beloshapka normal forms

Imw0 D Q.z0; Nz0/C Q̂ .z0; Nz0;Rew0/, then we see by Lemma 4 that .z; w/ are normal coordi-
nates if and only if

(6.1) w C iG.z; w/ D Q�.z C f0.w/; Nf0.w/; w � iG.0;w//;

or equivalently, if and only if

(6.2)
1

2
.G.z; w/C NG.0;w// D Q'

�
z C f0.w/; Nf0.w/; w C

i

2
.G.z; w/ � NG.0;w//

�
:

We can thus first obtain G.0;w/ from the equation derived from (6.2) by putting z D 0:

G.0;w/ D Q'.f0.w/; Nf0.w/; w/

and then define G.z;w/ by (6.1), obtaining

G.z;w/ D
1

i

�
Q�.z C f0.w/; Nf0.w/; w � i Q'.f0.w/; Nf0.w/; w// � w

�
:

Summing up: we can therefore replace the given defining function by this new one, and assume
from now on that f0 D 0 and that the coordinates are already normal. This change of coordi-
nates is rather standard and can be found in e.g. [2].

6.2. Step 2: Normalization of .1; 1/, .2 ; 2/, .3; 3/, .2 ; 1/, and .3; 1/-terms-terms. In
this subsection we shall normalize further the equations of the manifold. Namely, we shall
proceed a change of coordinates such that, not only, the manifold is prepared as in the previous
section, but also its .1; 1/-, .2; 1/-, .3; 1/-, .2; 2/-, and .3; 3/-terms belong to a subspace of
normal forms. We will now (after having prepared with the given map f0) only consider a
change of coordinates of the form

z0 D z C f .z; w/ D z C f1 C f2 C f3 and w0 D w C g.z; w/ D w C g0

which satisfies

f .0;w/ D 0; g.0/ D 0; Df .0/ D 0; Dg.0/ D 0:

We assume that, for 0 � p, p̂;0 D ˆ0;p D 0, i.e. that g has been chosen according to the
solution of the implicit function theorem in the preceding subsection; with the preparation
above, i.e. Q̂p;0 D Q̂ 0;p D 0, and the restriction on f this amounts to Img0 D 0. Using the
left-hand side of equations (4.4), (4.6), (4.7), (4.3) and (4.2) together with f0 D 0, let us set

L1;1.f1; g0/ WD Du Re.g0.u// �Q �Q.z; Nf1. Nz; u// �Q.f1.z; u/; Nz/;

L2;2.f1; g0/ WD
�1

2
D2u Im.g0/ �Q2 C iQ.z;Du Nf1. Nz; u/ �Q/

� iQ.Duf1.z; u/ �Q; Nz/;

L3;3.f1; g0/ WD
�1

6
D3u Re.g0/ �Q3 CQ.z;D2u Nf1. Nz; u/ �Q

2/

CQ.D2uf1.z; u/ �Q
2; Nz/;

L2;1.f2/ WD �Q.f2; Nz/;

L3;1.f3/ WD �Q.f3; Nz/:
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Therefore, equations (4.4),(4.6) and (4.7) read

L1;1.f1; g0/ D Re.Dug0.u//ˆ1;1 CQ.f1; Nf1/C Q̂ 1;1.z; Nz; u/ �ˆ1;1.z; Nz; u/(6.3)

CDz Q̂ 1;1.z; Nz; u/f1.z; u/CD Nz Q̂ 1;1.z; Nz; u/f1.z; u/;

L2;2.f1; g0/ D iQ.Duf1.QCˆ1;1/; Nf1/ � iQ.f1;Du Nf1.QCˆ1;1//(6.4)

C 2Re.Q.iDuf1.u/ˆ1;1; Nz//C (A.16)2;2
C Q̂ 2;2.z; Nz; u/ �ˆ2;2.z; Nz; u/CQ.f2; Nf2/

C Im
�
iDug0.u/ˆ2;2 C

1

2
D2ug0.u/.2ˆ1;1QCˆ

2
1;1/

�
;

L3;3.f1; g0/ D Q.iD
2
uf1.QCˆ1;1/

2//; Nf1/CQ.f1;�iD
2
u
Nf1.QCˆ1;1/

2/(6.5)

C 2Re
�
Q.iDuf1.u/ˆ2;2; Nz/

C
1

2
Q

�
1

2
D2uf1.u/.2ˆ1;1QC ¹ˆ

2
º2;2/; Nz

��
C Im

�
iDug0.u/ˆ3;3 C

1

2
D2ug0.u/.2ˆ2;2QC ¹ˆ

2
º3;3/

�
i

6
D3ug0.u/.3ˆ

2
1;1QCˆ

3
1;1 C 3ˆ1;1Q

2/

�
C Q̂ 3;3.z; Nz; u/ �ˆ3;3.z; Nz; u/C (A.16)3;3:

Furthermore, equations (4.2) and (4.3) for p D 3 read

L2;1.f2/ D Re.Dug0.u//ˆ2;1 CQ.f2; Nf1/(6.6)

C Q̂ 2;1.z; Nz; u/ �ˆ2;1.z; Nz; u/C T2;1;

L3;1.f3/ D Re.Dug0.u//ˆ3;1 CQ.f3; Nf1/

C Q̂ 3;1.z; Nz; u/ �ˆ3;1.z; Nz; u/C T3;1:

Let us recall that the operator � is given by

� W Rp;qJuK! RpC1;qC1JuK; �R.u/ D DuR.u/:Q.z; Nz/:

Then we have

L1.f1;Re.g0// D

0B@ �Re.g0/ � 2ReQ.f1; Nz/

�2 ImQ.�f1; Nz/

�
1
6
�3 Re.g0/C ReQ.�2f1; Nz/

1CA :
Let us write

L2.f2; f3/ D

 
�Q.f2; Nz/

�Q.f3; Nz/

!

System (6.3)–(6.6) now reads

L.f1; f2; f3;Re.g0// D G .u;Diuf1;D
j
u Re.g0/;Dluf2; ˆ123/;(6.7)
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where the indices ranges are 0 � i � 2, 0 � j � 3, and 0 � l � 1. Also,

ˆ123 WD .ˆ1;1; ˆ2;2; ˆ3;3; ˆ2;1; ˆ3;1/:

Let us emphasize the dependence of G on ˆ123 below. We have

G D �.I �Du Re.g0//ˆ123 C QG .u;Diuf1;D
j
u Re.g0/;Dkug1;D

l
uf2; ˆ123/;

where Du Re.g0/ˆ123 stands for

.Du Re.g0/ˆ1;1;Du Re.g0/ˆ2;2;Du Re.g0/ˆ3;3;Du Re.g0/ˆ2;1;Du Re.g0/ˆ3;1/:

Furthermore, amongˆ123, the .i; j /-component of QG depends only onˆ�i�1;�j�1. Here, G is
analytic in u in a neighborhood of the origin, polynomial in its other arguments and

L.f1; f2; f3;Re.g0// D

 
L1.f1;Re.g0//

L2.f2; f3/

!
:

The linear operatorL1 is defined from .Re.g0/; f1/ 2 R¹uºd �C¹uºn
2

Š R¹uºk3Ck1 to
R1;1¹uº ˚R2;2¹uº ˚R3;3¹uº Š R¹uºN for someN . The linear operatorL2 is defined from
.f2; f3/ 2 C¹uºn

�
nC1
2

�
�C¹uºn

�
nC2
3

�
ŠR¹uºk2Ck4 to R2;1¹uº�R3;1ŠR¹uºM for someM .

Each of these spaces is endowed with the (modified) Fisher scalar product of R¹uº. Here we
have set

(6.8) k1 WD 2n
2; k2 WD 2n

 
nC 1

2

!
; k3 WD d; k4 WD 2n

 
nC 2

3

!
:

Let N1 (respectively N2) be the orthogonal subspace to the image ofL1 (respectivelyL2)
with respect to that scalar product

R1;1¹uº ˚R2;2¹uº ˚R3;3¹uº D Im.L1/˚? N1;

R2;1¹uº ˚R3;1¹uº D Im.L2/˚? N2:

These are the spaces of normal forms and they are defined to be the kernels of the adjoint
operator with respect to the modified Fischer scalar product N1 D kerL�1 , N2 D kerL�2; in
terms of the normal form spaces introduced in Section 2.4, we have in a natural way N1 Š N d

and N2 Š N 1
�3. Let �i be the orthogonal projection onto the range of Li and � WD �1 ˚ �2.

The set of the seven previous equations encoded in (6.7) has the seven real unknowns
Re.f1/; Im.f1/;Re.f2/; Im.f2/;Re .f3/; Im .f3/;Re.g0/.

Let us project (6.7) onto the kernel of L�, which is orthogonal to the image of L with
respect to the Fischer inner product, i.e. we impose the normal form conditions (2.5).

Since ˆ123 belongs to that space, we have

0 D �.I � .I � �/Du Re.g0//ˆ123 C .I � �/ QG .u;Diuf1;D
j
u Re.g0/;Dluf2; ˆ123/:

In other words, we have obtained

ˆ123 D ..I � .I � �/Du Re.g0//�1.I � �/ QG .u;Diuf1;D
j
u Re.g0/;Dluf2; ˆ123/:

According to the triangular property mentioned above, we can express successively the terms
ˆ1;1; : : : ; ˆ3;3 as an analytic function of only u;Diuf1;D

j
u Re.g0/;Dluf2. Substituting in

(6.7) and projecting down onto the image of L, we obtain

L.f1; f2; f3;Re.g0// D �F .u;Diuf1;D
j
u Re.g0/;Dluf2; f3/:
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The equations corresponding to L2 then turn into a set of implicit equations for f2 and f3,
which we can solve uniquely in terms of f1 and Reg0. After substituting those solutions back
into F , we satisfy the normalization conditions in N2, and we turn up with a set of equations
for f1 and Reg0:

(6.9) L1.f1;Re.g0// D �1F1.u;Diuf1;D
j
u Re.g0//;

where the indices ranges are 0 � i � 2 and 0 � j � 3,
From now on, ord0 f will denote the order of f .z; Nz; u/ with respect to u at u D 0. Let

us recall that we always have

ord0 Q̂ 1;1 � 1

We now claim that there is an analytic change of coordinates

z D z� C f1.z
�; w�/C f2.z

�; w�/C f3.z
�; w�/; w D w� C g0.w

�/

such that also the diagonal terms of the new equation of the manifold are in normal form,
that is, .ˆ1;1; ˆ2;2; ˆ3;3; ˆ2;1; ˆ3;1/ 2 N1 �N2. In fact, we shall prove that there is exists
a unique .f1;Re.g0// 2 Im.L�1/ with this property; if we would like to have all solutions
to that problem, we will see that we can construct a unique solution for any given “initial
data” in kerL1. Instead of working directly on equation (6.9), we shall first “homogenize” the
derivatives of that system. By this we mean, that we apply operator �2 to the first coordinate
of (6.9) and � to the second coordinate of (6.9). The resulting system reads

(6.10) QL1. Qf1;Re. Qg0// D QF1.u;Diu Qf1;D
j
u Re. Qg0//;

where

QL1. Qf1;Re. Qg0// D

0B@ �3 Re. Qg0/ � 2ReQ.�2 Qf1; Nz/

�2 ImQ.�2 Qf1; Nz/

�
1
6
�3 Re. Qg0/C ReQ.�2 Qf1; Nz/

1CA
DW L1.D

2
u
Qf1;D

3
u Re. Qg0//:

where on the right-hand side L1 denotes a linear operator on the finite-dimensional vector
space Sym2.Cd ;Cn/ � Sym3.Cd ;Rd /, and we have set f1 D j 1f1 C Qf1, g0 D j 2g0 C Qg0,
and

QL1 WD QD ı L1; QF1.u;D
i
u
Qf1;D

j
u Re. Qg0// WD QD ı �1 ı F1.u;D

i
uf1;D

j
ug0/;

where

QD WD

0B@�
2 0 0

0 � 0

0 0 I

1CA :
Using the right-hand side of (6.3)–(6.5), and differentiating accordingly, we see that

ord0. QF .u; 0// � 1:

Let us set m D .m1; m3/ D .2; 3/ and F
�0
2;m WD .A

k1
d
/�m1 � .A

k3
d
/�m3 , where the ki are

defined in (6.8) (for notation, see Section B.1). Then a tuple of analytic functions

H WD .H1;H3/ D . Qf1;Re. Qg0//
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with ord0 f1 � 2, ord0 g0 � 3 is an element of F
�0
2;m. Then equation (6.10) reads

S.H/ WD QF .u; jm
u H/;(6.11)

S.H/ WD L1.D
2
uH1;D

3
uH3/:(6.12)

Let us show that the assumptions of the Big Denominators Theorem 14 are satisfied. First of
all, for any integer i , let us setH .i/ WD .H

.m1Ci/
1 ;H

.m3Ci/
3 /. Their linear span will be denotes

by H .i/. Let us show that, for any i , S.H .i// is homogeneous of degree of degree i . Indeed,
let us consider the linear operator d W . Qf1;Re. Qg0// 7! .D2u

Qf1;D
3
u Re. Qg0//. It is one-to-one

from F
�0
2;m and onto the space of Sym2.Cd ;Cn/ � Sym3.Cd ;Rd /-valued analytic functions

in .Rd ; 0/. Obviously, d.H .i// is homogeneous of degree i . Let V 2 image.S/. We recall
that S D L1 ı d . Let us set K WD .L1L

�
1/
�1.V /. It is well defined since V is valued in the

range of L1. Therefore, kKk � ˛kV k for some positive number ˛. On the other hand, we have
L�1K 2 image d , so we can (uniquely) solve the equation

d. Qf1;Re. Qg0// D L�1K:

This solution now satisfies clearly

k Qf
.iC2/
1 k �

jjjL�1jjj˛

i2
kV .i/k;

kRe. Qg.iC3/0 /k �
jjjL�1jjj˛

i3
kV .i/k;

S. Qf1;Re. Qg0// D L1d. Qf1;Re. Qg0// D L1L
�
1K D V:

Hence, S satisfies the Big Denominators property with respect to m D .m1; m3/ D .2; 3/.
On the other hand, let us show that H 7! QF .u; jm

u H/ strictly increases the degree by
q D 0. This means that

ord0
�
QF .u; jm

u H/ �
QF .u; jm

u
QH/
�
> ord0.H � QH/:

According to Corollary 16 of Appendix B, we just need to check that the system is regular.
So let us now prove that the analytic differential map H 7! QF .u; jm

u H/ is regular in
the sense of Definition 10. To do so, we have to differentiate each term of H 7! QF .u; jm

u H/

with respect to the unknowns and their derivatives and show that the vanishing order of the
functions their multiplied by are greater or equal than number pj;j˛j as defined in (B.1) in
Definition 10. We recall that q D 0. Therefore, these number are either 0 (no condition) or 1
(vanishing condition). The later correspond to the vanishing at u D 0 of the coefficient in front
the highest derivative order of the unknown

à QFi
àuj;˛

.u; àH/; j˛j D mj ;

where H D .H1; : : : ;Hr/ 2 bF �0r;m.
But this condition in turn is automatically fulfilled by the construction of the system, since

we have put exactly the highest order derivatives appearing in each of the conjugacy equations
appearing with a coefficient which is nonzero when evaluated at 0 into the linear part of the
operator, and no of the operations which we applied to the system changes this appearance.
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Let us recall that f1.0/ D 0, Reg.0/ D 0, Df1.0/ D 0, D Reg.0/ D 0 and D2 Reg.0/ D 0.
As a conclusion, we see that the map H 7! QF .u; jm

u H/ is regular. Furthermore, according to
(6.12), the linear operator S has the Big Denominators property of order m D .2; 3/. Then
according the Big Denominators Theorem 14 with q D 0, equation (6.11) has a unique solu-
tion H�0 2 F

�0
2;m WD .A

k1
d
/�m1 � .A

k3
d
/�m3 . This provides the terms of higher order in the

expansions of f1 and Reg0, and therefore, we proved the the following result:

Proposition 6. There is exists a unique analytic map

.f1;Re.g0/; f2; f3/ 2 Im.L�1/ � Im.L�2/

such that under the change of coordinates z D z� C f1.z�; w�/C f2.z�; w�/C f3.z�; w�/,
w D w� C g0.w

�/, the .1; 1/-, .2; 1/-, .2; 2/- and .3; 3/-terms of the new equation of the mani-
fold are in normal form, that is, ˆ 2 N 0 \N d \N 1

�3 as defined in Section 2.4.

6.3. Normalization of terms .m; 1/, m � 4. Let us perform another change of coordi-
nates of the form

z D z� C
X
p�4

fp.z
�; w�/; w D w�:

According to (3.2) we obtain by extracting the .p; 1/-terms, p � 4,

�Q.f .z; u/; Nz/ D Q̂ �;1.z C f .z; u/; Nz; u/ �ˆ�;1.z; u/;

where
Q̂
�;1.z; Nz; u/ WD

X
p�4

Q̂
p;1.z; Nz; u/

is analytic at 0. We recall that Q̂ .z; 0; u/ D Q̂ .0; Nz; u/ D 0. Therefore, by Taylor expanding,
we obtain

¹ Q̂ �3.f; Nf ; u/º�;1 D

²
Q̂
�3.z C f�2.z; u/; Nz; u/

C
à Q̂ �3
àz

.f�2.z; uC iQC iˆ/ � f�2.z; u//

C
à Q̂ �3
à Nz

Nf�2. Nz; u � iQ � iˆ/C � � �

³
�;1

:

Since Q̂p;0 D 0 for all integer p, the previous equality reads

¹ Q̂ �3.f; Nf ; u/º�;1 D Q̂ �;1.z C f�2.z; u/; Nz; u/:

6.3.1. A linear map. In this subsection we consider the linear map K , which maps
a germ of holomorphic function f .z/ at the origin to

K.f / D Q.f .z/; Nz/:

This complex linear operator K is valued in the space of power series in z; Nz, valued in Cd ,
which are linear in Nz. We will first restrict K to a map Km on the space of homogeneous
polynomials of degree m in z, with values in Cn, For any C; ı > 0, let us define the Banach
space

Bn;C;ı WD

²
f D

X
m

fm W fm 2 Hn;m; kfmk � Cı
m

³
:
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Then the map Km is valued in the space Rm;1 of polynomials in z and Nz, valued in Cd , which
are linear in Nz and homogeneous of degreem in z. Let us consider the space R�;1 WD

L
mRm;1

as well as ²
f D

X
m

fm 2 R�;1 W kfmk � Cı
m

³
where k � k denotes the modified Fischer norm and C; ı are positive numbers. The latter is
a Banach space denoted R�;1.C; ı/.

In particular, let us note that if we write Pk D
P
j P

j

k
.z/ Nzj with P j

k
2 Hm, then

(6.13) kPkk
2
D .mC 1/

nX
jD1

kP
j

k
k
2:

Let us write Pk D NztPk , where Pk D .P 1k ; : : : ; P
n
k
/t . We can now formulate

Lemma 7. There exists a constant C > 0 such that for all m � 0, we have

kf k �
Cp

.mC 1/
kKmf k:

In particular, the map K has a bounded inverse on its image: if g 2 R�;1.M; ı/ \ Im K , then
K�1.g/ 2 BM;ı and

kK�1.g/k � Ckgk:

Proof. We consider the n � .nd/-matrix J defined by

J D

0BB@
J1
:::

Jd

1CCA :
Since h � ; � i is nondegenerate, we can choose an invertible n � n-submatrix QJ from J , com-
posed of the rows in the spots .j1; : : : ; jn/; let k.j`/ denote which Jk the row j` belongs to.
Then, if Kmf D P , we have for every k D 1; : : : ; d that NztJkf D NztPk . Hence, by complex-
ification we see that

Jkf D Pk :

Let QP D .P j1
k.j1/

; : : : ; P
jn
k.jn/

/t . Then QJf D QP , and we can write f D . QJ /�1 QP . Hence,

kf k2 � C

nX
`D1

kP
j`
k.j`/
k
2
�

C

mC 1
kP k2;

by the observation in (6.13).

In order to find an explicit complementary space to image Km, we will use the Fischer
inner product to compute its adjoint K�m. We first note, that since the components of Rm;1 are
orthogonal to one another, if we write Km D .K

1
m; : : : ;K

d
m/, then

K�m D .K
1
m/
�
C � � � C .Kd

m/
�:
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The adjoints of the maps Kk
m, k D 1; : : : ; d , are computed via

hKk
mf; Pki D

�
NztJkf;

X
j

P
j

k
Nzj

�

D

*
nX

p;qD1

.Jk/
p
q Nzpf

q;
X
j

P
j

k
Nzj

+

D
1

mC 1

nX
p;qD1

.Jk/
p
q hf

q; P
p

k
i

D
1

mC 1

nX
p;qD1

hf q; .Jk/
p
qP

p

k
i

to be given by

.mC 1/..Kk
m/
�Pk/

q
D

nX
pD1

.Jk/
q
pP

p

k
D

nX
pD1

.Jk/
q
p

à
à Nzp

Pk;

or in more compact notation,

.mC 1/.Kk
m/
�Pk D

�
Jk
à
à Nz

�
Pk :

We now define the subspace N 1
m;1 to consist of the elements of the kernel of K�m, i.e.

N 1
m;1 WD

´
P D .P1; : : : ; Pd /

t
2 Rm;1 W

dX
kD1

�
Jk
à
à Nz

�
Pk D

dX
kD1

JkPk D 0

µ
:

Proposition 8. There exists a holomorphic transformation zD z�Cf�4.z; w/,wDw�

such that the new equation of the manifold satisfies

p̂;1 2 Np;1; p � 4:

Proof. Let ��;1 be the orthogonal projection onto the range of K . Then since we want
ˆ�;1 to belong the normal forms space N 1

�;1, we have to solve

�K.f / WD �Q.f .z; u/; Nz/ D ��;1 Q̂ �;1.z C f .z; u/; Nz; u/:

According to Lemma 7, the latter has an analytic solution by the implicit function theorem and
we are done.

7. Convergence of the formal normal form

We are now going to prove convergence of the formal normal form in Section 5 under
the additional condition of Theorem 3 on the formal normal form. The goal of this section is to
show that one can, under this additional condition, replace the nonlinear terms in the conjugacy
equations for the terms of order up to .3; 3/, by another system which allows for the application
of the Big Denominators theorem.
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We consider again two real-analytic Levi-nondegenerate submanifolds of CN , but we
now need to use their complex defining equations w D �.z; Nz; Nw/ and w D Q�.z; Nz; Nw/, respec-
tively, where � and Q� are germs of analytic maps at the origin in Cn �Cn �Cd valued in Cd ;
analogously to the real defining functions, we think about Q� as the “old” and about � as the
“new” defining equation.

When dealing with the complex defining function, we will usually write � D Nz and
� D Nw. Recall that a map � W C2nCd ! Cd determines a real submanifold if and only if the
reality relation

(7.1) � D �.z; �; N�.�; z; �//

holds; � is obtained from a real defining equation Imw D '.z; Nz;Rew/ by solving the equation

w � Nw

2i
D '

�
z; Nz;

w C Nw

2

�
for w.

We will already at the outset prepare our conjugacy equation so that .z; w/ are normal
coordinates for these submanifolds, i.e. that

�.z; 0; �/ D �.0; �; �/ D �

and we assume that Q�.z0; 0; � 0/ D Q�.0; �0; � 0/ D � 0. In terms of the original “real” defining
function this means '.z; 0; s/ D '.0; Nz; s/ D 0 (and analogously for Q').

If our real defining function, as assumed before, satisfies

'.z; Nz; s/ D Q.z; Nz/Cˆ.z; Nz; s/;

we can write
�.z; �; �/ D � C 2iQ.z; �/C S.z; �; �/I

S can be further decomposed as

S.z; �; �/ D

1X
j;kD1

Sj;k.�/z
j�k :

Here we think of Sj;k as a power series in � taking values in the space of multilinear maps on
.Cn/jCk which are symmetric in their first j and in their last k variables separately, taking
values in Cd (i.e. polynomials in z and � homogeneous of degree j in z and of degree k in �),
and for any such map L, write

Lzj�k WD L.z; : : : ; z„ ƒ‚ …
j times

; �; : : : ; �„ ƒ‚ …
k times

/:

We note for future reference the following simple observations:

S1;` D 2iˆ1;`; S`;1 D 2iˆ`;1; ` � 1;(7.2)

S2;2 D 2i.ˆ2;2 C iˆ
0
1;1.QCˆ1;1//;

S2;3 D 2i.ˆ2;3 C iˆ
0
1;2.QCˆ1;1/C iˆ

0
1;1ˆ1;2/;

S3;2 D 2i.ˆ3;2 C iˆ
0
2;1.QCˆ1;1/C iˆ

0
1;1ˆ2;1/
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and

ˆ2;2 D
1

2i
S2;2 �

1

4i
S 01;1.2iQC S1;1/;(7.3)

ˆ2;3 D
1

2i
S2;3 �

1

4i
S 01;1S1;2 �

1

4i
S 01;2.2iQC S1;1/;

ˆ3;2 D
1

2i
S3;2 �

1

4i
S 01;1S2;1 �

1

4i
S 02;1.2iQC S1;1/;

ˆ3;3 D
1

2i
S3;3 �

1

4i
S 02;2.2iQC S1;1/ �

1

8i
S 01;1.2S2;2 C S

0
1;1.2iQC S1;1//

�
1

4i
S 01;2S2;1 �

1

4i
S 02;1S1;2 C

1

16i
S 001;1.2iQC S1;1/

2:

Furthermore, from the fact that �.z; �; N�.�; z; w// D w, we obtain the following equations
relating Sj;k and their conjugates:

S1;`.w/C NS`;1.w/ D 0;(7.4)

S2;2 � S
0
1;1.2iQ �

NS1;1/C NS2;2 D 0;

S2;3 � S
0
1;2.2iQ �

NS1;1/C S
0
1;1
NS2;1 C NS3;2 D 0:

A mapH D .f; g/maps the manifold defined by w D �.z; Nz; Nw/ into the one defined by
w0 D Q�.z0; Nz0; Nw0/ if and only if the following equation is satisfied:

(7.5) g.z; �.z; �; �// D Q�.f .z; �.z; �; �//; Nf .�; �/; Ng.�; �//:

An equivalent equation is (after application of (7.1))

(7.6) g.z; w/ D Q�.f .z; w/; Nf .�; N�.�; z; w//; Ng.�; N�.�; z; w///:

If we set � D 0 in equation (7.6), then the assumed normality of the coordinates, i.e. the equa-
tion �.z; 0; w/ D 0, is equivalent g.z; w/ D Q�.f .z; w/; Nf .0;w/; Ng.0;w//; in particular, for
w D �.z; �; �/, we have the (also equivalent) condition

(7.7) g.z; �.z; �; �// D Q�.f .z; �.z; �; �//; Nf .0; �.z; �; �//; Ng.0; �.z; �; �///:

On the other hand setting z D 0, observing �.0; �; �/ D � , and using (the conjugate of) (7.5),
we also have

(7.8) Ng.�; �/ D
NQ�. Nf .�; �/; f .0; �/; g.0; �//:

Combining this with (7.5) and (7.7), we obtain the following equivalent equation, which now
guarantees the normality of .z; w/:

Q�.f .z; �.z; �; �//; Nf .0; �.z; �; �//; Ng.0; �.z; �; �///(7.9)

D Q�.f .z; �.z; �; �//; Nf .�; �/;
NQ�. Nf .�; �/; f .0; �/; g.0; �///:

Lastly, we can use one of the equations implicit in (7.9) to eliminate Img from it. This is easiest
done using (6.2), which (after extending to complex w) becomes

(7.10) .Img/.0; w/ D Q'.f .0; w/; Nf .0;w/; .Reg/.0; w//:

Substituting this relation into (7.9) eliminates the dependence on Img completely from the
equation, only Reg appears now.
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We now substitute f D z C f�2.z; w/, where f only contains terms of quasihomogene-
ity greater than 1, and write

f�2.z; w/ D
X
k�0

fk.w/z
k; g.0; w/ D w C g0.w/I

we also write  D Reg0 for brevity. Let us first disentangle equation (7.10). In our current
notation, this reads

.Img0/.w/ D Q'.f0.w/; Nf0.w/; w C  .w//:

By virtue of the fact that Q'.z; 0; s/ D 0, this exposes Img0 as an nonlinear expression in f0,
Nf0, and  . We can thus rewrite (7.9) as

Q�.z C f�2; Nf0 ı �; � C  ı � C i Q'.f0 ı �; Nf0 ı �; � C  ı �//(7.11)

D Q�.z C f�2; �C Nf�2;

NQ�.�C Nf�2; f0; � C  C i Q'.f0.w/; Nf0.w/; w C  .w////;

where we abbreviate f�2 D f�2.z; �.z; �; �// and Nf�2 D Nf�2.�; �/.
We will now extract terms which are linear in the variables f�2, Nf�2, and  from this

equation. We rewrite

Q�.z C f�2; Nf0 ı �; � C  ı � C i Q'.f0 ı �; Nf0 ı �; � C  ı �//

D � C 2iQ.z; �/C S C  ı � C 2iQ.z; Nf0 ı �/C � � � ;

Q�.z C f�2; �C Nf�2;
NQ�.�C Nf�2; f0; � C  C i Q'.f0.w/; Nf0.w/; w C  .w////

D
NQ�.�C Nf�2; f0; � C  C i Q'.f0.w/; Nf0.w/; w C  .w///

C 2iQ.z C f�2; ; �C Nf�2/C � � �

D � C  C 2iQ.z; �/ � 2iQ.f0; �/C 2iQ.z; Nf�2/C 2iQ.f�2; �/C � � � ;

where we will elaborate on the terms which appear in the dots a bit below.
We can thus further express the conjugacy equation (7.11) in the following form:

 ı � �  C 2iQ.z; Nf0 ı �/C 2iQ.f0; �/ � 2iQ.z; Nf�2/ � 2iQ.f�2; �/(7.12)

D QT .z; �; �; f0; Nf0;  ; f0 ı �; Nf0 ı �;  ı �; f�2; Nf�2/ � S;

where QT has the property that in the further expansion to follow, it will only create “nonlinear
terms”.

We now restrict (7.12) to the space of power series which are homogeneous of degree up
to at most 3 in z and �. By replacing the compositions  ı � , Nf0 ı � , and fj ı � , for j � 3, by
their Taylor expansions, we get

 .� C 2iQ.z; �/C S.z; �; �// D

3X
kD0

 .k/.�/.2iQ.z; �/C S.z; �; �//k mod.z/4 C .�/4;

Nf0.� C 2iQ.z; �/C S.z; �; �// D

3X
kD0

Nf
.k/
0 .�/.2iQ.z; �/C S.z; �; �//k mod.z/4 C .�/4;

fj .� C 2iQ.z; �/C S.z; �; �// D

3�jX
kD0

Nf
.k/
j .�/.2iQ.z; �/C S.z; �; �//k mod.z/4 C .�/4:
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The resulting equations, ordered by their homogeneity in .z; �/, writing h D .f0; Nf0;  /, and
saving space by setting

'�j D .'; '0; : : : ; '.j //

and
S<p;<q D .Sk;` W k < p; ` � q or k � p; ` < q/;

become

z� � 0QCQ.z; Nf1/CQ.f1; �/ D
S1;1

2i
C QT1;1.h

�1; f1; Nf1/;

z2� �2iQ.z; Nf 00Q/CQ.f2; �/ D
S2;1

2i
C QT2;1.h

�1; f
�1
1 ; Nf1; S1;1/;

z3� Q.f3; �/ D
S3;1

2i
C QT3;1.h

�1; f
�1
1 ; f2; Nf1; S

<3;<1/;

z�2 2iQ.f 00Q;�/CQ.z;
Nf2/ D

S1;2

2i
C QT1;2.h

�1; f1; Nf1; S1;1/;

z�3 Q.z; Nf3/ D
S1;3

2i
C QT1;3.h

�1; f1; f2; Nf1; S
<1;<3/;

z2�2 �i 00Q2 C 2iQ.f 01Q;�/ D
S2;2

2i
C QT2;2.h

�2; f
�1
1 ; f2; Nf1; Nf2; S

<2;<2/;

z2�3 �2Q.f 000 Q
2; �/ D

S2;3

2i
C QT2;3.h

�2; f
�1
1 ; f2; Nf1; Nf2; S

<2;<3/;

z3�2 2iQ.f 02Q;�/C 2Q.z;
Nf 000 Q

2/ D
S3;2

2i
C QT3;2.h

�2; f
�2
1 ; f2; Nf1; Nf2; S

<3;<2/;

z3�3
2

3
 000Q3 � 2Q.f 001 Q

2; �/ D
S3;3

2i
C QT3;3.h

�3; f
�2
1 ; f

�1
2 ; Nf1; Nf2; S

<3;<3/:

The “nonlinear terms” QT.p;q/ have the property that the derivatives of highest order appearing
in each line, if they appear in the nonlinear part, then their coefficient vanishes when evaluated
at � D 0. (One can go through very similar arguments as in Section 3 to convince oneself of
that fact.)

This system has the problem that the equations for the z2� and z3� involve f 01 and
that the equation for z3�2 involves f 001 , which effectively turns the full system of equations
singular: In order to see that, consider the last two lines of the preceding system, brought to the
same order of differentiation in the u-variables:

z3�2 2iQ.f 002 Q
2; �/C 2Q.z; Nf 0000 Q

3/

D
S 03;2Q

2i
C OT3;2.h

�3; f
�3
1 ; f

�1
2 ; Nf

�1
1 ; Nf

�1
2 ; OS<3;<2/;

z3�3
2

3
 000Q3 � 2Q.f 001 Q

2; �/ D
S3;3

2i
C QT3;3.h

�3; f
�2
1 ; f

�1
2 ; Nf1; Nf2; S

<3;<3/;

and note that in the nonlinear terms, the order of differentiation of f1 in the first equation is 3
in the nonlinear part while it is 2 in the linear part in the second equation. This behavior has to
be excluded.

However, we have improved the system from (5.1), since the equations for z�2 and for
z2�3 do not have this problem. We can thus use our crucial assumptions, namely that

ˆ01;2.QCˆ1;1/Cˆ
0
1;1ˆ1;2 D 0:
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Under this assumption, (7.2) implies that

S1;2 D � NS2;1;

S1;3 D � NS3;1;

S3;2 D � NS2;3;

and we can replace the equations for these terms with their conjugate equations, therefore
eliminating the derivatives of too high order. Indeed, among the previous equations, consider
each pair of equations of the form

Lp;q D
Sp;q

2i
C QTpq

and

Lq;p D
Sq;p

2i
C QTqp:(�)

Assume that QTqp involves higher derivatives than QTpq . Since NSpq D �Sqp, we have

QTqp D Lq;p �
Sq;p

2i
D Lq;p C

NSp;q

2i
D Lq;p � NLp;q C QT pq:

Hence, we can replace equation (�) by

NLp;q D
Sq;p

2i
C QT pq;

lowering thereby the order of the differentials involved. Therefore, we obtain a system of the
form

z� � 0QCQ.z; Nf1/CQ.f1; �/ D
S1;1

2i
C QT1;1.h

�1; f1; Nf1/;

z2� �2iQ.z; Nf 00Q/CQ.f2; �/ D
S2;1

2i
C QT 1;2. Nh

�1; Nf1; f1; NS1;1/;

z3� Q.f3; �/ D
S3;1

2i
C QT 1;3. Nh

�1; Nf1; Nf2; f1; NS
<1;<3/;

z�2 2iQ.f 00Q;�/CQ.z;
Nf2/ D

S1;2

2i
C QT1;2.h

�1; f1; Nf1; S1;1/;

z�3 Q.z; Nf3/ D
S1;3

2i
C QT1;3.h

�1; f1; f2; Nf1; S
<1;<3/;

z2�2 �i 00Q2 C 2iQ.f 01Q;�/ D
S2;2

2i
C QT2;2.h

�2; f
�1
1 ; f2; Nf1; Nf2; S

<2;<2/;

z2�3 �2Q.f 000 Q
2; �/ D

S2;3

2i
C QT2;3.h

�2; f
�1
1 ; f2; Nf1; Nf2; S

<2;<3/;

z3�2 �2Q.z; Nf 000 Q
2/ D

S3;2

2i
C QT 3;2. Nh

�2; Nf
�1
1 ; Nf2; f1; f2; NS

<2;<3/;

z3�3
2

3
 000Q3 � 2Q.f 001 Q

2; �/ D
S3;3

2i
C QT3;3.h

�3; f
�2
1 ; f

�1
2 ; Nf1; Nf2; S

<3;<3/:

The equations for the .2; 1/-, the .3; 1/- and the .3; 2/-term now depend nonlinearly on the con-
jugate NSp;q , which we replace by their conjugates (i.e. the unbarred terms) using the rules (7.4).
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After that, we can use the implicit function theorem in order to eliminate the dependence of the
QTp;q on the Sp;q , obtaining the equivalent system of equations

z� � 0QCQ.z; Nf1/CQ.f1; �/ D
S1;1

2i
C T1;1.h

�1; f1; Nf1/;

z2� �2iQ.z; Nf 00Q/CQ.f2; �/ D
S2;1

2i
C T2;1.h

�1; Nf1; f1/;

z3� Q.f3; �/ D
S3;1

2i
C T3;1.h

�1; Nf1; Nf2; f1/;

z�2 2iQ.f 00Q;�/CQ.z;
Nf2/ D

S1;2

2i
C T1;2.h

�1; f1; Nf1; /;

z�3 Q.z; Nf3/ D
S1;3

2i
C T1;3.h

�1; f1; f2; Nf1/;

z2�2 �i 00Q2 C 2iQ.f 01Q;�/ D
S2;2

2i
C T2;2.h

�2; f
�1
1 ; f2; Nf1; Nf2/;

z2�3 �2Q.f 000 Q
2; �/ D

S2;3

2i
C T2;3.h

�1; f
�1
1 ; f2; Nf1; Nf2/;

z3�2 �2Q.z; Nf 000 Q
2/ D

S3;2

2i
C T2;3.h

�2; f
�1
1 ; f2; Nf1; Nf2/;

z3�3
2

3
 000Q3 � 2Q.f 001 Q

2; �/ D
S3;3

2i
C T3;3.h

�3; f
�2
1 ; f

�1
2 ; Nf1; Nf2/:

We use this system and substitute it (and its appropriate derivatives) into (7.3) in order to obtain
equations for the p̂;q , leading to

z� � 0QCQ.z; Nf1/CQ.f1; �/ D ˆ1;1 C T1;1.h
�1; f1; Nf1/;

z2� �2iQ.z; Nf 00Q/CQ.f2; �/ D ˆ2;1 C T 1;2. Nh
�1; Nf1; f1/;

z3� Q.f3; �/ D ˆ3;1 C T 1;3. Nh
�1; Nf1; Nf2; f1/;

z�2 2iQ.f 00Q;�/CQ.z;
Nf2/ D ˆ1;2 C T1;2.h

�1; f1; Nf1; /;

z�3 Q.z; Nf3/ D ˆ1;3 C T1;3.h
�1; f1; f2; Nf1/;

z2�2 i.Q.f 01Q;�/ �Q.z;
Nf 01Q// D ˆ2;2 C

QS2;2.h
�2; f

�1
1 ; Nf

�1
1 ; f2; Nf2/;

z2�3 �iQ.z; Nf 02Q/ D ˆ2;3 C
QS2;3.h

�2; f
�1
1 ; f2; Nf1; Nf2/;

z3�2 iQ.f 02Q;�/ D ˆ3;2 C
QS3;2. Nh

�2; Nf
�1
1 ; Nf2; f1; f2/;

and

z3�3
1

6
 000Q3 �

1

2
.Q.f 001 Q

2; �/CQ.z; Nf 001 Q
2//

D ˆ3;3 C QS3;3.h
�3; f

�2
1 ; f

�1
2 ; Nf

�2
1 ; Nf

�1
2 /.

This system is now “well graded” so that we can expose it as a system of PDEs which allows
for the application of the Big Denominators theorem. However, we first single out the equations
for z2�, z3�, z�2, z�3:

z2� �2iQ.z; Nf 00Q/CQ.f2; �/ D ˆ2;1 C T 1;2. Nh
�1; Nf1; f1/;(7.13)

z3� Q.f3; �/ D ˆ3;1 C T 1;3. Nh
�1; Nf1; Nf2; f1/;

z�2 2iQ.f 00Q;�/CQ.z;
Nf2/ D ˆ1;2 C T1;2.h

�1; f1; Nf1/;

z�3 Q.z; Nf3/ D ˆ1;3 C T1;3.h
�1; f1; f2; Nf1/:
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Applying the adjoint operator K� to system (7.13) and using the normalization conditions
(2.4) for the .1; p/- and .p; 1/-terms for p D 2; 3 transforms them into a system of implicit
equations for f2 and f3 in terms of h�1, f1 and their conjugates:

z2� K�Kf2 DK�.2iQ.z; Nf 00Q/C T 1;2/;

z3� K�Kf3 DK�T 1;3:

By the fact that K�K is invertible (on the image of K�, where the right-hand side lies), we
can solve this equation for f2 and f3 and substitute the result into the “remaining” equations
to obtain the following system:

z� � 0QCQ.z; Nf1/CQ.f1; �/ D ˆ1;1CT1;1.h
�1; f1; Nf1/;

z2�2 i.Q.f 01Q;�/�Q.z;
Nf 01Q// D ˆ2;2CS2;2.h

�2; f
�1
1 ; Nf

�1
1 /;

z3�3
1

6
 000Q3�

1

2
.Q.f 001 Q

2; �/CQ.z; Nf 001 Q
2// D ˆ3;3CS3;3.h

�3; f
�2
1 ; Nf

�2
1 /;

z3�2 �2Q.z; Nf 000 Q
2/ D ˆ3;2� iˆ

0
2;1QCS3;2. Nh

�2; Nf
�1
1 ; f1/:

While coupled in the nonlinear parts, the linear parts of the equations corresponding to
the diagonal terms of type .1; 1/, .2; 2/, and .3; 3/ on the one hand and of the off-diagonal
terms of type .3; 2/ (we drop from now on the conjugate term .2; 3/) on the other hand are
decoupled, the diagonal terms only depending on f1 and  , the off-diagonal terms on f0 and
their derivatives.

We thus obtain the linear operator L already introduced in Section 5 if we rewrite every-
thing in terms of our operators �, K and NK (see Section 2.4),

z� �� C NK Nf1 CKf1 D ˆ1;1 C T1;1;

z2�2 i.K�f1 � NK� Nf1/ D ˆ2;2 C S2;2;

z3�3
1

6
�3 �

1

2
.K�2f1 C NK�2 Nf1/ D ˆ3;3 C S3;3;

The equation determining f0 can be rewritten as

�2 NK�2 Nf0 D ˆ3;2 � i�ˆ2;1 C S3;2:

Let us stress that even though the linear terms here are the same as in Section 5, the nonlinear
terms are not the same as we had in that section, and an elimination of the derivatives of “bad
order” like we did here is only possible under some restriction.

However, with this in mind, we can completely proceed as in the proof of Theorem 2:
we first project the equations on the normal form space N off �N d , and obtain an equation of
the form

�2 NK�2 Nf0 D �0S3;2;

�� C NK Nf1 CKf1 D �1T1;1;

i.Kf1 � NK Nf1/ D �2S2;2;

1

6
�3 �

1

2
.K�2f1 C NK�2 Nf1/ D �3S3;3:
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We now “homogenize” the degree of differentials of these equations again, obtaining a system
of the form

�2 NK�3 Nf0 D F3;2.h
�3; f

�2
1 ; Nf

�2
1 /;

��3 C NK�2 Nf1 CK�2f1 D F1;1.h
�3; f

�2
1 ; Nf

�2
1 /;

i.K�2f1 � NK�2 Nf1/ D F2;2.h
�3; f

�2
1 ; Nf

�2
1 /;

1

6
�3 �

1

2
.K�2f1 C NK�2 Nf1/ D F3;3.h

�3; f
�2
1 ; Nf

�2
1 /:

We substitute f0, Reg0, and f1 with Qf0 D f0�j 3f0, Re Q D  �j 3 , and Qf1 D f1�j 2f1
and obtain

�2 NK�3
NQf0 D QF3;2. Qh

�3; Qf
�2
1 ;

NQf
�2
1 /;

��3 Q C NK�2
NQf1 CK�2 Qf1 D QF1;1. Qh

�3; Qf
�2
1 ;

NQf
�2
1 /;

i.K�2 Qf1 � NK�2
NQf1/ D QF2;2. Qh

�3; Qf
�2
1 ;

NQf
�2
1 /;

1

6
�3 �

1

2
.K�2 Qf1 C NK�2

NQf1/ D QF3;3. Qh
�3; Qf

�2
1 ;

NQf
�2
1 /:

We can now apply the Big Denominators Theorem 14 to this system, just as we did in
the proof of Theorem 2. The setup is the same, with Re. Qg0/ now replaced by . ; f0/, and
the details are completely analogous to the details carried out in the proof of Theorem 2 and
therefore left to the reader.

8. On the Chern–Moser normal form

As we have already pointed out above, our normal form necessarily cannot agree with the
normal form of Chern–Moser in the case d D 1 (which we assume from now on). The reason
is that we do not have a choice of which normal form space to use for the diagonal terms – the
operator associated to all diagonal terms is injective, and we need to use its full adjoint. In the
Chern–Moser case, the equation for the .1; 1/-term (with our notations from above),

ˆ1;1 D � �Kf1 � NK Nf1 C � � �

is rather special, because the operator f1 7! Re Kf1 is surjective. (One can check that the
weaker condition image� � image Re K happens if and only if d D 1.)

This means that if we look at the normal form condition for the .1; p/-terms, which
just becomes ˆ1;p D 0 (because K is surjective, K� is injective, and hence ˆ1;p D 0 if and
only if K�ˆ1;p D 0), we can naturally also use it for the .1; 1/-term and just request that
ˆ1;1 D 0. A tricky point is that even though Re K is surjective (as a map on H1JuK/), it is not
injective. By considering the polar decomposition z C f1.z; u/ D U.u/.I CR.u//z with U
unitary with respect to Q, i.e. Q.U.u/z; U .u/ Nz/ D Q.z; Nz/, the equation for the .1; 1/-term
becomes an implicit equation for R in terms of all the other variables, because

Q.z C f1.z; u/; Nz C Nf1.z; u// D Q.U.u/.I CR.u//z; U .u/.I CR.u// Nz/

D Q.z; Nz/C 2ReQ.R.u/z; Nz/CQ.R.u/z;R.u/Nz/:

We can then use the implicit function theorem to solve the .1; 1/-, .2; 1/-, and .3; 1/-equations
under the requirement ˆ1;1 D ˆ2;1 D ˆ3;1 D 0 jointly for R, f2, and f3 in terms of U
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and Reg0 and substitute the result back in all the other equations as we did before. If we
follow this procedure and go through with the rest of the arguments following (7.13) with
the appropriate changes, we obtain the Chern–Moser normal form; one just has to note that
u tr' D ��'.

A. Computations

We recall that p̂;0 D ˆ0;q D 0. Therefore, .QCˆ/l contains no terms .p; q/ with
p < l or q < l . As a consequence, we have

(3.5)p;0 D 0;(A.1)

(3.5)p;1 D i
X
j<p

Dugp�j ĵ;1 C iDugp�1.u/ˆ1;1;(A.2)

(3.5)2;2 D iDug0.u/ˆ2;2 C iDug1.u/ˆ1;2(A.3)

C
1

2
D2ug0.u/.2ˆ1;1QCˆ

2
1;1/;

(3.5)3;3 D iDug0.u/ˆ3;3 C iDug1.u/ˆ2;3 C iDug2.u/ˆ1;3(A.4)

C
1

2
D2ug0.u/.2ˆ2;2QC ¹ˆ

2
º3;3/

C
1

2
D2ug1.u/.2ˆ1;2QC ¹ˆ

2
º2;3/

�
i

6
D3ug0.u/.3ˆ

2
1;1QCˆ

3
1;1 C 3ˆ1;1Q

2/;

(3.5)3;2 D iDug0.u/ˆ3;2 C iDug1.u/ˆ2;2 C iDug2.u/ˆ1;2(A.5)

C
1

2
D2ug0.u/.2ˆ2;1QC ¹ˆ

2
º3;2/

C
1

2
D2ug1.u/.2ˆ1;1QC ¹ˆ

2
º2;2/;

(3.5)3;1 D iDug0.u/ˆ3;1 C iDug1.u/ˆ2;1 C iDug2.u/ˆ1;1:(A.6)

To obtain Ng�3.z; u � iQ/ � Ng�3.z; u � iQ � iˆ/, we just use the previous result and substi-
tute gk in Ngk and i by �i . We have, using essentially the same computations,

(3.6)p;1 D (3.6)p;0 D 0;(A.7)

(3.6)2;2 D Q.iDuf0.u/ˆ2;1 C iDuf1.u/ˆ1;1; NC Nz/;(A.8)

(3.6)3;3 D Q.iDuf0.u/ˆ3;2 C iDuf1.u/ˆ2;2 C iDuf2.u/ˆ1;2; NC Nz/(A.9)

C
1

2
Q.D2uf0.u/.2ˆ2;1QC ¹ˆ

2
º3;2/

C
1

2
D2uf1.u/.2ˆ1;1QC ¹ˆ

2
º2;2/; NC Nz/;

(3.6)3;2 D Q.iDuf0.u/ˆ3;1 C iDuf1.u/ˆ2;1 C iDuf2.u/ˆ1;1; NC Nz/:(A.10)

We have

Q.f�2; Nf�2/ D
X
k;l�0

ikCl.�1/l

kŠlŠ
Q.Dkuf�2.z; u/.QCˆ/

k;Dlu
Nf�2. Nz; u/.QCˆ/

l/:
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The functionDkufj 0.z; u/.QCˆ/
k (respectivelyDlu Nfj . Nz; u/.QCˆ/

l ) has only terms .p; q/
with p � j 0 C k and q � k (respectively p � l and q � l C j ). It follows that the function
Q.Dkufj 0.z; u/.QCˆ/

k;Dlu
Nfj .z; u/.QCˆ/

l/ contains only terms .p; q/with p � j 0CkCl
and q � j C k C l . We have

Q.f�2; Nf�2/p;0 D Q.fp; Nf0/;(A.11)

Q.f�2; Nf�2/p;1 D Q.fp; Nf1/C iQ.Dfp�1.QCˆ1;1/C
X

Dufp�j ĵ;1; Nf0/(A.12)

� iQ.fp�1;Du Nf0.QCˆ1;1//;

Q.f�2; Nf�2/2;2 D Q.f2; Nf2/C iQ.Df1.QCˆ1;1/; Nf1/(A.13)

� iQ.f1;D Nf1.QCˆ1;1//

�
1

2
.Q.f0;D

2
u
Nf0.QCˆ1;1/

2/

CQ.D2uf0.QCˆ1;1/
2; Nf0//

�Q.Duf0.u/.QCˆ1;1/;Du Nf0.u/.QCˆ1;1//;

Q.f�2; Nf�2/3;3 D Q.f3; Nf3/C iQ.Df0ˆ3;1CDf1ˆ2;1CDf2.QCˆ1;1/; Nf2/(A.14)

� iQ.f2;Du Nf0ˆ1;3CDu Nf1ˆ1;2CDu Nf2.QCˆ1;1//

CQ

�
i

�
Duf0ˆ3;2CDuf1ˆ2;2CDuf2.QCˆ1;1/

�
1

2
.D2uf0.QCˆ1;1/ˆ2;1

CD2uf1.QCˆ1;1/
2/

�
; Nf1

�
CQ

�
f1;�i

�
Du Nf0ˆ2;3CDu Nf1ˆ2;2

CDu Nf2.QCˆ1;1/

�
1

2
.D2u

Nf0.QCˆ1;1/ˆ1;2

CD2 Nf1.QCˆ1;1/
2/

��
CQ

�
�i

3
D3uf0.QCˆ1;1/

3

C
�1

2
.D2uf0.QCˆ1;1/ˆ2;2

CD2uf1.Q;ˆ1;1/ˆ1;2/;
Nf0

�
CQ

�
f0;

i

3
D3u
Nf0.QCˆ1;1/

3

C
�1

2
.D2u

Nf0.QCˆ1;1/ˆ2;2

CD2u
Nf1.Q;ˆ1;1/ˆ2;1/

�
CQ.�i.Duf0ˆ3;3CDuf1ˆ2;3CDuf2ˆ2;3/; Nf0/
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CQ.f0; i.Du Nf0ˆ3;3CDu Nf1ˆ3;2CDu Nf2ˆ3;2//

C
�i

2
Q.Duf0.u/.QCˆ1;1/;D

2
u
Nf0.u/.QCˆ1;1/

2/

C
i

2
Q.D2uf0.u/.QCˆ1;1/

2;Du Nf0.u/.QCˆ1;1//

CQ.iDuf1.z; u/.QCˆ1;1/;Du Nf1. Nz; u/.QCˆ1;1//;

Q.f�2; Nf�2/3;2 D Q.f3; Nf2/ � iQ.f2;Du Nf1.QCˆ1;1/CDu Nf0ˆ1;2/(A.15)

� iQ.f1;Du Nf0.QCˆ1;1/
2
CDu Nf1ˆ2;1/

� iQ.f0;Du Nf1ˆ3;1CDu Nf0ˆ3;2/

CQ.Duf1.z; u/.QCˆ1;1/;Du Nf0.u/.QCˆ1;1//

�
1

2
Q.D2uf1.QCˆ1;1/

2; Nf0/:

We have, for ˛; ˇ 2 Nn and  2 Nd ,

Q̂
�3

�
f; Nf ;

1

2
.g C Ng/

�
� Q̂ �3.Cz; NC Nz; su/(A.16)

D

X
j˛jCjˇ jCj jDk

k�1

1

˛ŠˇŠŠ

àk Q̂ �3
àz˛ Nzˇu

.Cz; NC Nz; su/f ˛�2
Nf
ˇ
�2

�
1

2
.g�3 C Ng�3/

�
:

Hence, the .p; q/-term of Q̂ �3.f; Nf ; 12.g C Ng// � Q̂ �3.Cz; NC Nz; su/ is a sum of terms of the
form ²

àk Q̂ �3
àz˛à Nzˇàu

.Cz; NC Nz; su/

³
p1;q1

¹f ˛�2ºp2;q2¹
Nf
ˇ
�2ºp3;q3

²�
1

2
.g�3 C Ng�3/

�³
p4;q4

with
4X
iD1

pi D p;

4X
iD1

qi D q:

Let us first compute ¹f ˛
�2ºp2;q2 with p2; q2 � 3. In the following computations, f; g are

considered as vector valued functions except when computing f ˛; .g C Ng/ , where f; g are
considered as scalar functions and ˛;  as an integers.

In the sums below, the terms appear with some positive multiplicity that we do not write
since we are only interested in a lower bound of vanishing order of the terms. From these com-
putations, we easily obtain ¹ Nf ˛

�2ºp2;q2 in the following way: replace fk by Nfk in the formula
defining ¹f ˛ºp;q in order to obtain the sum ¹ Nf ˛ºq;p. Furthermore, we have²

àk Q̂ �3
àz˛à Nzˇàu

³
p1;q1

D
àk Q̂p1Cj˛j;q1Cjˇ j
àz˛ Nzˇu

:

Let us set as notation

Re.g/ WD
g C Ng

2

D
g.z; uC i.Q.z; Nz/Cˆ.z; Nz; u///C Ng. Nz; u � i.Q.z; Nz/Cˆ.z; Nz; u//

2
:
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B. Big Denominators theorem for nonlinear systems of PDEs

In this section we recall one of the main results of article [24] about local analytic solv-
ability of some nonlinear systems of PDEs that have the “Big Denominators property”.

B.1. The problem. Let r 2 N� and m D .m1; : : : ; mr/ 2 Nr a fixed multiindex. Let
us denote Akn (respectively .Akn/>d , cAkn, .Akn/

.i/ ) the space of k-tuples of germs at 0 2 Rn

(or Cn) of analytic functions (respectively vanishing at order d at the origin, formal power
series maps, homogeneous polynomials of degree i ) of n variables. Let us set

F �0r;m WD .An/�m1 � .An/�m2 � � � � � .An/�mr :

Given F D .F1; : : : ; Fr/ 2 F
�0
r;m and x 2 .Rn; 0/, let us denote

jm
x F WD .j

m1
x F1; : : : ; j

mr
x Fr/; JmF �0r;m WD ¹.x; j

m
x F / W x 2 .R

n; 0/; F 2 F �0r;m º:

Definition 9. A map T W F
�0
r;m ! Asn is a differential analytic map of order m at the

point 0 2 Akn if there exists an analytic map germ

W W .JmF �0r;m ; 0/! Rs

such that T .F /.x/ D W.x; jm
x F / for any x 2 Rn close to 0 and any function germ F 2 F

�0
r;m

such that jm0 F is close to 0.

Denote by

v D .x1; : : : ; xn; uj;˛/; 1 � j � r; ˛ D .˛1; : : : ; ˛n/ 2 Nn; j˛j � mj ;

the local coordinates in JmArn, where uj;˛ corresponds to the partial derivative àj˛j

àx˛11 ��� àx
˛n
n

of
the j -th component of a vector function F 2 Arn. As usual, we have set

j˛j D ˛1 C � � � C ˛n:

Definition 10. Let q be a nonnegative integer. Let T W F
�0
r;m ! Asn be a map.

� We shall say that it increases the order at the origin (respectively strictly) by q if for all
.F;G/ 2 .F

�0
r;m /

2 then

ord0.T .F / � T .G// � ord0.F �G/C q;

(respectively > instead of �).
� Assume that T is an analytic differential map of order m defined by a map germ

W W .JmF �0r;m ; 0/! Rs

as in Definition 9. We call it regular if, for any formal map F D .F1; : : : ; Fr/ 2 bF �0r;m,
then

ord0

�
àWi
àuj;˛

.x; àF /
�
� pj;j˛j;

where

(B.1) pj;j˛j D max.0; j˛j C q C 1 �mj /:

We have set àF WD .à
j˛jFi
àx˛ ; 1 � i � r; 0 � j˛j � mi /.
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Let us consider linear maps

(i) S W F
�0
r;m ! Asn that increases the order by q and is homogeneous, i.e. we have the inclu-

sion S.F
.i/
r;m/ � .A

s
n/
.qCi/.

(ii) � W Asn ! Image.S/ � Asn is a projection onto Image.S/.

Let us consider a differential analytic map of order m, T W F
�0
r;m ! Asn.

We consider the equation

(B.2) S.F / D �.T .F //:

In [24], we gave a sufficient condition on the triple .S ; T ; �/ under which equation (B.2)
has a solution F 2 F

�0
r;m ; this condition is called the Big Denominators property of the triple

.S ; T ; �/ defined below.

B.2. Big Denominators. Main theorem. We can define the Big Denominators prop-
erty of the triple .S ; T ; �/ in equation (B.2).

Definition 11. The triple of maps .S ; T ; �/ of form (B.1) has Big Denominators prop-
erty of order m if there exists an nonnegative integer q such that the following holds:

(i) T is an regular analytic differential map of order m that strictly increases the order by q
and j q�10 T .0/ D 0, i.e. T .F /.x/ D W.x; jm

x F / for any x 2 Rn close to 0 and any func-
tion germ F 2 F

�0
r;m such that jm0 F is close to 0 and ord0.W.x; 0// � q.

(ii) S W F
�0
r;m ! Asn is linear, increases the order by q and is homogeneous, i.e.

S.F .i/
r;m/ � .A

s
n/
.qCi/:

(iii) The linear map � W Asn ! Image.S/ � Asn is a projection.

(iv) The map S admits right-inverse S�1 W Image.S/!Arn such that the composition S�1ı�

satisfies: there exists C > 0 such that for any G 2 Asn of order > q, one has for all
1 � j � r , and all integers i ,

(B.3)
.S�1j ı �.G//.iCmj /

 � C kG.iCq/k

.i Cmj C q/ � � � .i C q C 1/
;

where S�1i denotes the i -th component of S�1, 1 � i � r .

Remark 12. Let i � 0 and let F D .F1; : : : ; Fk/ 2 .Akn/
.i/. Let

Fj D
X

Fj;˛x
˛;

where the sum is taken over all j D 1; : : : ; k and all multiindices ˛ D .˛1; : : : ; ˛n/ such that
j˛j D ˛1 C � � � C ˛n D i . The norm kF k used in (B.3) is either

kFj k D
X
j˛jDi

jFj;˛j; kF k D max.kF1k; : : : ; kFkk/

or the modified Fisher–Belitskii norm

kFj k
2
D

X
j˛jDi

˛Š

j˛jŠ
jFj;˛j

2; kF k2 D kF1k
2
C � � � C kFkk

2:
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Remark 13. In practice, for each i , there is a decomposition into direct sums

F .i/
r;m D Li ˚Ki

with SjLi is a bijection onto its range. The chosen right inverse is then the one with zero com-
ponent along Ki . For instance, the case of the modified Fisher–Belitskii norm, Ki WD ker S�i
is the natural one, where S�i denotes the adjoint of Si with respect to the scalar product.

Theorem 14 ([24, Theorem 7]). Let us consider a system of analytic nonlinear PDEs
such as equation (B.2):

(B.4) S.F / D �.W.x; jm
x F //:

If the triple .S ; T ; �/ has the Big Denominators property of order m, according to Defini-
tion 11, then the equation has an analytic solution F 2 F

�0
r;m .

Remark 15. The precise statement of [24, Theorem 7] holds for F 2 F >0
r;m and where

the order of W.x; 0/ at the origin is greater than q. The shift by 1 (i.e. F 2 F
�0
r;m and where

the order ofW.x; 0/ at the origin is greater than or equal to q) of the above statement, does not
affect its proof.

B.3. Application. In this subsection we shall devise the strictly increasing condition in
more detail. We look for a formal solution F�0 D

P
i�0 F

.i/ to (B.4). As above, F .i/ stands
for .F .m1Ci/1 ; : : : ; F

.mrCi/
r /. We define

S.F .iC1// WD

"
�W

 
x; jm

x

iX
j�0

F .j /

!#.iCqC1/
:

Here ŒG�.i/ denotes the homogeneous part of degree i of G in the Taylor expansion at the
origin. Therefore F WD

P
i� F

.i/ is a solution of (B.4) if

(B.5) ord0

 
W

�
x; jm

x

X
j�0

F .j /
�
�W

 
x; jm

x

iX
j�0

F .j /

!!
> i C q C 1:

Indeed, we would have

S

�X
i�0

F .i/
�
D

X
i�0

"
�W

 
x; jm

x

iX
j�0

F .j /

!#.iCqC1/

D

X
i�0

�
�W

�
x; jm

x

X
j�0

F .j /
��.iCqC1/

D �W.x; jm
x F /:

We emphasize that condition (B.5) just means thatW strictly increases the order by q as defined
in Definition 10. Let us look closer to that condition. Let us denote

F�i WD

iX
j�0

F .j / and F>i WD
X
j>i

F .j /:
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Let us Taylor expand W.x; jm
x F / at F�i . We thus have

W.x; jm
x F / �W.x; j

m
x F
�i / D

X àW
àuj;˛

..x; jm
x F
�i //
àj˛jF>ij
àx˛

C
1

2

X àW
àuj;˛àuj 0;˛0

..x; jm
x F
�i //
àj˛jF>ij
àx˛
àj˛0jF>ij 0
àx˛0

C � � � :

We recall that ord0 F>ij > mj C i and when considering a coordinate uj;˛, we have j˛j � mj .
Hence, we have

ord0
àj˛jF>ij
àx˛

> mj C i � j˛j:

In order that the first derivative part of this Taylor expansion satisfies (B.5), it is sufficient that

ord0
àW
àuj;˛

..x; jm
x F
�i // � j˛j �mj C q C 1:

This is nothing but the regularity condition as defined in Definition 10. Let us consider the
other terms in the Taylor expansion. We have, for instance,

ord0
àj˛jF>ij
àx˛
àj˛0jF>ij 0
àx˛0

� mj C i C 1 � j˛j Cmj 0 C i C 1 � j˛
0
j:

If i C 1 > q, then not only the second but also any higher order derivative part of this
Taylor expansion satisfies (B.5).

Corollary 16. If q D 0 and if the system is regular, it strictly increases the order by 0.
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